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“SPILL THE BEANS”
TO THE ATTENTION OF FLORIDA “CITIZENS” AND “PARENTS”:
Dear Mayor Pam Iorio and Chief Castor, Chief of Police, Tampa Florida:
First, THANK YOU, for the job you and your Police department did to protect
citizens as we learned of the vile acts of Dontae Morris, Courtney Brantley and others.
Tampa honors our “law enforcers” who justly protect and serve our community.
Second, your department set as an example many lessons that show others who
owe us --a duty to justice. But some violate our community, courts and naïve citizens.
I, must regretfully inform you and beg you and your department to seek justice for our
citizens in these matters. You and your Officers know how to treat these criminals behaviors.
Our citizens can recognize now the patterns exposed in this brief recap and expect your
honorable service! These criminal acts done to me and those for whom I speak could have been
any one of them the next time loosing their kids and rights by the way this “Gang” has formed!
You have jurisdiction as many of these criminal acts happened and still occur inside the
City of Tampa or are related to acts done inside the City of Tampa or are in our Tampa Courts or
Florida Bar Tampa Office our citizens must use for our safety and Constitutional preservation.
We are a City of Civilized People and cannot be degraded by these Thugs!
Because of the points raised and now proved in this letter, my kids ARE abducted!

Here is the letter from my naïve threatened kids that awful night that still brings
me to tears knowing all the “Felonies” that are done to them because in part Charlie Crist
has a “personal” agenda and an “alleged pastor” as “Beck wanted bathrooms for his
daughters” and “Stole a microphone from the Awana kids” and put kids in dangers for
the “greed of the sect” and “law enforcers” don’t want him exposed or it exposes them
and other corruption reported in this letter and more of their Charlie Crist/Bush concealed
crimes as the AG Officers and FDLE has told me many times! “October 20, 1999”
“Dad,
Please don’t be mad at us! I don’t know what other option I/we have. It’s not fair
just not 2 C mome either! N- ways we’ll C U soon + we’ll give U a call later! OK?
Take Care of Peaches, Whisper (family cats) + Shaddow (family dog). Jason needs
U 2 set up his bunk-bed in his room, If not we’ll get it later + set up the dinette set in
the kitchen too!
Drawn Heart- U ~ C-U Soon
Drawn Heart- Jen”
There are several criminal plots as “Scams against citizens” as judge Marva Crenshaw
connected in 2006 saying “All things are related” and “take the money in this Summary
Judgement and then you can go after all the others” that have created the basis of intentional acts
that escalated to causing me now to not be a father to my kids abducted at ages 16 & 14 in 1999,
and unhindered by these criminals conspiracy since October 20, 1999 and before as follows:
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PLOT ONE—By Orlando Attorney Bruce Chapin and Attorney David Popper with Chief
Judge Rom Powell for the sake of concealing intentional malpractice of Popper and also other
clients complaints against Chapins as Linda Chapin was being vetted to run for LT. Governor
with Buddy McKay against Jeb Bush! Their goal --never let anything Townsend say put
Townsend in a truthful “public light” or it blows the entire lid on Popper concealing Townsend
reporting the felonies since 1987 that Popper Et al criminally conceals!
PLOT TWO—By the Florida Bar to conceal the Bar investigations Townsend and others
reported against these attorneys Popper, Chapin and Williams. Florida Bar Executives John
Harkness and John T. Berry directly let these cases be sabotaged just to conceal the Chapins in
her run for political offices after she served as the Chairwoman of the Orlando County
Commission. The Florida Bar Tampa Office then “throws in the trash” the 2004/2005 updated
Complaints. Then the Florida Bar clearly again repeats ignoring the Complaints of Townsend
and files to have Townsend’s Attorney Heather Gray disbarred for the same patterns of actions
Townsend exposed in 2004, yet the Bar and the Florida Supreme Court will not allow the charges
against Gray to be connected to her plot for them against Townsend Et al. Many lawyers know
these patterns and threats are “REAL”!
PLOT THREE—By Charlie Crist as Attorney General and Jeb Bush (Since the Tampa
Channel 13 Town Hall Meeting) and as Governor to use the information Townsend provided
them about the crimes of Chapins and the Florida Bar as their leverage to control their powers.
PLOT FOUR—By Hillsborough County attorney at the time Pat Bean in controlling the
Eminent Domain settlements to expand Gunn Highway to build Sickles High school the FBCCP
was over paid a settlement that was a fraud to the citizens and to Church Members by a “sham” of
these “Church Sect” with Commissioner Jim Norman, Senator John Grant and Pat Bean working
unethically with the “pastors and deputies” who have a “sham to scam” for their own self dealing!
PLOT FIVE—By the now Ex Wife Karen Harrod Townsend and her maternal “Harrod”
family to control and dominate and fraud any person they can at all possible times!
PLOT SIX—By Hillsborough County Sheriff David Gee and Pinellas County Sheriff Bill
Coats in collusion with State Attorney Mark Ober and Charlie Crist and Bill McCollum and
County Administrator (now terminated) Pat Bean and Board of County Commissioners and
Judges and attorneys David Gibbs, John Grant, Charles Scruggs, Heather Gray (now disbarred),
Charles Denny IV, Stacey Turmel, and “others” who still conspire as revealed through judge
Cook in 2009, to never let Randall Townsend have a “day” in an Honest Courtroom or in his
Church of his youth with “preyed” upon Honest Citizens.
These PLOTS are clearly and easily defined where even the every day voters scream
“ODIOUS AND OUTRAGEOUS” as judge Crenshaw said had to be proved before she bailed!
Even Federal Judge Moody on 03/15/2007, believed my facts and said amend the brief!
Since on and before 09/08/1999, at a “FBCCP Members Demand Meeting” per my
First Baptist Church of Citrus Park (FBCCP) contract duties as a member and “voice” of
the Church Supreme Court for Ethical Actions, I and many others reported to HCSO
Deputies and others many “believed” “Felonies” by and including deputies and others that
now we have proved were and are ongoing criminal acts. These “Felonies” are also
violations of the FBCCP By-Laws and Citrus Park Christian School (CPCS) operating as a
Ministry of FBCCP and under the supervision of FBCCP members by their Motions and
Votes without frauds or “impeding”.
Here clearly are stated in the FBCCP Business Meetings in 1995 from Elbert Nasworthy
as the Administrative Pastor is my Duty I am still trying to do as the Elected Nominations Ethic
Committee Guardian of the FBCCP By-Laws for the Corporation and for Members and Citizens:
• Per the January 22, 1995 FBCCP By-Laws even the FBCCP Deacons had to get
approval from my Nominations Committee (our Supreme Court Ethics Committee)
before actions of even recommendation of a new Deacon stating:
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•

•

“To the Nominating Committee these two men have been faithful to the council
in the past and will return to the Deacon’s upon vote of the church.…Nominating
Committee: The Nominating Committee makes recommendation to elect these
teachers and officers to certain positions. Finance Committee…”
And to determine per the duty of a Nominations Committee Member Townsend has
been seeking to “review” all business records of the Finance Committee sect or any
employee of the FBCCP and CPCS to see if said ethics of the By-Laws has been met!
Per the “July 9, 1995,… The Nominating Committee: The Committee will bring all
Sunday School, Awana and Committee Assignments to the church on August; The
Nominating Committee is interested in finding individuals who have a financial
background….”.
The Nominations Committee was even to be consulted at the “Calling” of pastors.

I now and still since the first demands in 10/1995, when Elbert Nasworthy revealed
violations of the By-Laws by him and the New Finance Committee and “others” want to see
how that background or acts is used for frauds still ongoing because Jeffers/Howlett/Smoak
deputies et al. in concealing now terminated pastors Nasworthy/Brown/Meister/Beck
prevent these Church Members Rights and Rights as Citizens per our Constitutions!
Deputies Jeffers, Howlett, Smoak and Corbin said, “you are not going to make these
pastors look bad” and as deputies Et al. do extortion and frauds because HCSO Gary Terry
and Sheriff Gee and his co-participants has covertly concealed his friends and deputies!
Exposure of the true facts proves hypocritical criminal felony acts of themselves and
you who are their co-participants in these felonies!
When these “sect” deputies caught the frauds being done to Citizens rather than report said
frauds these deputies “under color of law” began their self dealings in violations of law!
TO HCSO SHERIFF DAVID GEE: What a hypocrite you are as reported on TV:
• “Gee put a machine gun on the front seat of his car and went out to his old
neighborhood that he worked as a deputy to work the leads to find Dontae
Morris!” Gee how is your own Col. Gary Terry not a Dontae Morris?
• HCSO led the investigation against Sarasota City of Police Chief Abbot who was
removed from office by the people because he tried to bribe an arrested man
with $400.00 to not sue the City or the Department for acts caught on video yet
your own deputies and judges do the same crimes not to expose you and you
reward your gang and their co-participants! Gee you admitted you knew what
Gary Terry and his gang are doing! And you admitted 10/2/07 he was wrong!
• Or when October 2, 2007, Gee- you outright lied to me face to face that HCSO
would not get involved and then send in the same month and still now your
deputies (Jeffers/Howlett since 1995 and Detective Smoak since 1999 and
Intelligence Detectives March 2010) and judges several times to threaten me!
• Gee Et. al you are proved criminals by the “good deed” accommodation letter of your
HCSO Gary Terry (09/11/1998) to Sheriff Rice commending this same Jail Captain
Tim Jeffers help in reuniting a father and son in the detainment verses the opposite
course you still do to send HCSO deputies in 03/2010 to separate and harass me a
“Whistle Blower” by your co participants criminal endeavors and enterprise crimes.
• The letter of Attorney Scruggs showing his “hate” and affidavit of Karen Harrod
Townsend to the court of judge Holder shows Townsend and those for whom he
speak is a victim of felonies as stated but your gang still conspires and threatens us.
Gee Et Al. to me you are worse than a Dontae Morris, John Couey and Bernie
Madoff all in one as you have destroyed innocent kids lives by your continual crimes against
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my family and Church for all these years as you mask yourselves with a badge! I watch for
our legal system some day to deal lawfully with you and your “GANG” via “Old Sparky”!
But in my kids and Church abduction case, Gee --you and your “gang” including your
judges and Governor Et Al. still intentionally assist and direct the criminals even this past:
• Since 10/1995—Denied me my duty as FBCCP Supreme Court Ethics Member
my responsibility per the By-Laws to review the unethical conduct to the Bylaws standards as the members in 1993 elected me to honorably do when
Administrator Elbert Nasworthy in the Business Meeting informed the members
of violations of the By-laws by the “Sect” including Finance Committee
Members and then began collusion with the “Sect” at the deprivations of many!
• Ten Plus Years—Denied me the daily relationships as a parent of my own CPCS
School children and those I vowed to honor and serve because of your agents
daily “self-dealing” Cult Anti-By-laws Acts in total defiance of the By-laws or
the Mission Quest allowed to be determined by the open vote of the members!
• September 8, 1999-“Demand Meeting” -now, By more new Frauds and
defamation kept me from my FBCCP Supreme Court Nominations Officers
Duty to expose your deputies and “agents” “Felonies” and “Hate Crimes”;
• October 20, 1999-now intentionally “abducted” my kids from their home and
any and all “normal” relationship with their father caused by your deputies lies
that your “Gang” still tries to conceal and conspire to deprivate us;
• October 27, 1999-now intentionally ignore the C.P.A. Janssen & Horgan letter
as it was written purely as a fraud to defame me and conceal the “Felonies” by
your deputies “Sect” Gang to conceal the frauds of the “sect”;
• October 31, 2001-now, Use Fraud by judges, State Attorneys Victims Assistance
officers and the attorneys hired to protect the “Non Sect” to keep me from
speaking in courts and we have proofs of the QUID PRO QUO payoffs by your
Gang’s bribery and extortion for the “sect and sect agents”;
• April 2002- now used a Divorce Family Law case to shield your deputies and
conceal the facts about the criminal mother and her Harrod family because she
helps you and as your agents to continue to do harm and threats to my kids;
• October 2, 2007, to you Gee tell me face to face your lies at Sickles High School
just to continue the conspiracy of you and your gang you lead;
• October 28, 2007, to send HCSO to “trespass” me a member from FBCCP;
• September 2009 by having judge Cook again conspire and reject my speaking in
the courts but instead your “gang” operates in back ally gang style deceptions;
• March 2010 by sending your deputies to “threaten” me at the demand of our
FBCCP Former Registered Agent lawyer (Former senator) John Grant Et al, to
stop telling people about now proved “FRAUDS” and “FELONIES” that keeps
me from my kids or attending my Church of my youth that the honorable
members elected me to serve them and their “Mission Quest” not to be done by
any fraud!
• Gee Et Al. not only have you and your gang been proved 100% wrong by your
own words and actions but all my claims have been proved 100000% TRUTH
and we have more TRUTH to say!
HCSO Et Al with Ober, Judges, Lawyers and “others” per the directives of A.G./Gov.
Crist and Jeb Bush and the Florida Bar Officers John Harkness and John Berry still ignores
Felonies and does repeated additional “Felonies” to continue the conspiracy to conceal their
“Felonies” since 1988!
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HCSO Deputies Joe Howlett and Mike Smoak with Pinellas County Jail Detention Tim
Jeffers and Pasco Deputy Mike Corbin in conspiracy as FBCCP members with your “agents” by
frauds have acted in conspiracy with select employees of FBCCP to block the votes of the
members, fraud members and promote only the self dealing to themselves and the “sect”!
Superiors of these “Sect” Jeffers/Howlett/Smoak deputies since or before 1999, knew:
• the deputies at the FBCCP church/school were involved in many “under color of
law” acts of conspiracy, frauds, extortion and also specific By-Laws violations;
• members met the burdens per state law to prove that the leadership was involved and
conspiring to do frauds to the members in abuse of the Corporation “Not for Profit”.
Our Sheriffs, Board of Hillsborough County Commissioners, judges and State of Florida system
of government is failing our kids and the conspiracy they do to conceal the “truth” is criminal.
To show just how vile these “John Couey and Bernie Madoff” abductor types are
“masked as law enforcers” look not just at the acts they are still doing but look as the “citizens”
as naïve children and church praying members upon who they are preying!
I have had to look at these “alleged” by your gang --“honorable law enforcers” in the face
since about 1995 as more vile than a: “Dontae Morris” cop killer who killed my family because I
took the By-Laws ethical lawful stand doing my proved “Church cop” duty while these criminals
destroyed by family, friends and Church; Jessica’s killer -John Couey ; Carli’s killer- Mike
Smith; EnRon’s Ken Lay; and Bernie Madoff; because of our private meetings that they would
not let expose at the time because at that time your deputies and agents still intentionally defame
me falsely as the criminal! But now time has proved the TRUTH as I said since 10/1995 with
CPCS Pastor Dr. John Berry!
Faith does not need and will not “fraud” or use fraud to achieve its purposes!
When you try to “perpetrate fraud(s)”, conceal felony crimes and ignore the true facts
you show you deserve reproach of honest tax-paying citizens! It is time we “Spill the Bean(s)”!

How many Baby Aisenberg and or Duke Lacrosse “self dealing” cases is “fixed” by
private Hippocratic Collusion with the Pat Bean et al co-participants these cases expose?
Our County has seen many days of government corruption and here is another!
The words of Judge Frank Gomez in his court in 2004 stated to me regarding the
actions of one of my lawyers in this case (now disbarred Heather Gray)—“Once your in
your in” leaving no “GRAY AREA” and tells to me and the citizens I speak for when you
form a contract your are expected to carry out your part of the contract and “Once your in
your in”. Even in 2006 after reading the Townsend v. Beck 02-03812 THIRD AMENDED
COMPLAINT filed August 2006, your judge Crenshaw said “all things are related” as
admission of your criminal acts and conspiracy as you know I can prove, so you have every
judge shut down the case and pay my/our former attorneys Quid Pro Quo and fail to
prosecute them for all the frauds they do to still harm their own now former clients!
Crenshaw could not let me expose all the felonies related to the Malicious Prosecution all
the listed defendants and others have done to me and those for whom I speak! Crenshaw Et
Al. could not let even the “former wife” be involved as judge Holder, Timmerman, Gomez,
Sierra and Scruggs and Gray had done to exclude the felonies of the Harrods illegal drug
use, countless fits of rage and frauds, or that she had pulled a loaded gun on me or that my
kids required specialized medical treatments because of her and because of the criminal
acts done by her co-participants. I merged the cases just like Judge Arnold said in January
2003! Instead your gang turn it around that I violated her and the law to others while you
continue to prey on them! Gee-your frauds with Crist/Ober/Bean have been exposed!
So when we pay our “Church leaders” or “Law Enforcers” or our Politicians to do
our laws they are bound to follow the laws and contracts not bend to criminal extortion.
Instead of doing their duty as stated per my contracts with them their greed for “self
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dealing” money or power rather than justice still drives them to make threats to me and my
kids and grant themselves immunity to do what ever vile act they need!
Because of holding “alleged” honorable people to a “contract” the FBCCP By-Laws
on 09/8/1999, or my lawyers and your courts who were paid over $50,000+ (RANSOM
MONEY) and before and since --my kids are abducted, threatened to not talk to me and
still abused even by their mother and forced to live in mental duress as to how these
“alleged honorable people” are not put in “Old Sparky” and or forever put in our jails
because “Felonies” are still ongoing that started in 1988 or before!
FOR HCSO Sheriff David Gee and your “Gee gang”—If they charge as a Federal
Crime Courtney Brantley girlfriend of Dontae Morris for “Failure to report a Felony”—
What must you charge yourself or your deputies (Howlett, Smoak et al) or co-participants
(Beck/Meister/Jeffers/Terry/Ober/Bean/Norman/Grant/Gibbs/Crist/Bush/lawyers/judges et
al) with for HCSO Intelligence Detectives you sent “threatening” me still in March 2010 or
abducting this honest reporting citizen from his kids since October 20, 1999 and before the
citizen who did not fail for the past 15 years (since 10/1995) to report your deputies, agents
and judges as you (lying to me at Sickles High School Town Meeting 10/2/2007) are the
“Executive Officer” of the court of many many “Hate Crimes and Felonies” being done?
As soon as I started to tell your judge Cook (09/09) on the “record” of the latest “Felonies”
tied back to how this all began she tries to dismiss the case like you and your “Gang” told
her to do! My kids and I are attacked because we reported crimes to your HCSO corrupt
deputies under the supervision of HCSO Gary Terry who has shown this same pattern of
this same corruption as Federal Judge Merryday said was in the Baby Aisenberg Case to
create “false evidence” against the dad!
I call and call “9-11” and report “Felonies” and your “Gee-Crist gang” retaliates
against me the caller! Others have spoken out as you demanded and you “impede” them!
Please Sheriff Gee, again you are asked to explain your lies and double standard!
You are not being required to explain your criminal acts because you are concealing
“FELONY” acts of Governor Charlie Crist, Jeb Bush and the Florida Bar (John Harkness
and John Berry et al) and their agents vile acts since 1988 when attorney Popper and Bruce
Chapin started the criminal frauds against me as their client to conceal the criminal
malpractice of David Popper which caused me the loss of my business and now my kids.
In July 2000, Former Hillsborough County Judge as lawyer Charles Scruggs who alleged
to “seek the best interest for the reuniting of my abducted kids and family by exposing per the law
all the criminal acts (FELONIES) of many” said, “Some day your children will return to you.”
By saying --Only “the kids will return to you”, I now believe he knew the strategy to defeat me
for the benefit of his co-participants with the rest of the “Gang” who has rewarded his legal career
was to continue to use the wife against me since our first meeting! Scruggs (Couey) et al ignored
all the reported “felonies” and created for himself a better conspiracy for his concealing the
criminal patterns and took my way over $300.00(felony amount) payments and still in 2010 helps
the abductors (paid off by Quid Pro Quo Family Court Indigent Representation) of my kids and
rights to do more crimes more as he criminally serves your HCSO et al “gang” paying him with
QUID PRO QUO “indigent family court money” not his paying Townsend clients nor our
community nor citizens nor courts rules! This proof fits with the rage he showed on September
30, 2003 when it was reported Judge Marva Crenshaw accepted my proofs of Beck Et Al as
“Malicious Prosecution” but then went into her many years of frauds and stalling tactics at the
same time all the judges in the Family Courts and Appeals Courts do the same stalling and fraud!
In March 2003, Scruggs after allegedly honorably advising me since June 2000, brought
in attorney Heather Gary on my case to help with exposing all legal facts and this was only part
of the overall conspiracy to conceal justice not get the truth for their paying clients. Heather Gray
now disbarred also conspired to help the Gee Gang and received QUID PRO QUO as working for
the public defenders office to bury justice! The review of the Florida Bar Complaint against her
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and how it does not reveal many of her betrayed clients shows the conspiracy by the leadership of
the Florida Bar to limit their exposure by her. Her casualties trail of destroyed clients is long!
When a parent has a child abducted many times parents put up a “Ransom” and this sucks
out the villains! Should I? This pursuit of the safety of my kids and family, church kids and
Church Rights has cost me and my kids lost (freedom) time with my kids and thousands of
dollars we will never recover! Also your “sect” deputies have ruined a very successful ministry!
It is not just the conspiracy many do to try to suppress any “TRUTH” I have proved
about the Felonies--- but it the criminal acts they do to assist and ignore conspiring to:
• Still deprivate and fraud the innocent and naïve kids! (See Footnote #1.)
• Still deprivate, extort and fraud innocent and naïve “Church and School”
members even violating By-Laws (Footnote #2) and Citizens! (Footnote #3).
• deprivate and perpetrate frauds on tax paying citizens who vote to allow you to
serve us from criminals as our “law enforcers” and Courts are to protect us!
• Still deprivate and deceive many citizens as “government leaders” carry out
their agenda as stated in the McKay Commission Report of the Florida Bar to
conceal criminal acts of lawyers for political power; (See Foot note #4)!
• Still “Fail to report a felony” or “Felonies” per your own words this week.
DO THESE FEW PERSONS HAVE CRIMINAL MOTIVES TO BE PARTICIPANTS IN
THE ABDUCTION OF MY KIDS; MY CHURCH KIDS AND THEIR RIGHTS AND
THEIR “PROPERTY? YES! AS NOW SOME DON’T ADMIT THE CRIMINAL ACTS
TO NOT REPORT THE FELONIES TO CONTINUE THE MANY COVER-UPS!
How do you tell the kids who lost their father or Awana Commander now since
09/08/1999 because of frauds and extortion of a “Church Sect et al” and “Law enforcers”
and assisted with government funds to conceal their “Sects” and “Sect agents” frauds and
forced my kids to grow up without their father and “lawful guardian” and ongoing
“protector” based on the HCSO deputies Et Al. threats of March 2010, based on the
“felony” “frauds” and perpetrated “Felony Hate Crimes” against Randall Townsend as the
Church Supreme Court Ethics Member “DOING MY 911 DUTY TO REPORT Felonies
and By-Laws violations” just so (the John Couey/Bernie Madoff like abductors) Jeffers,
Becks, Leatherman, Nasworthy, Grant, Meister, Smoaks, Corbins, Howletts, Ferguson, Dr.
and Mrs. Lynn, Powells, Milford and “others” could conceal the “felony” crimes of:
Embezzlement of “A Not For Profit” Funds; Extortion; “Uttering False Reports”; Tax
Fraud; Bribery; Obstruction of Justice; Child endangerment(s); Child(s) interference with
custody; assault(s); batteries; attempted murder; illegal use(s) of drugs; vote tampering(s);
just to name a few by your “Gang” co-participants:
• Karen Harrod Townsend (traitor wife/mother of J.G.T and J.D.T.) CPCS teacher
“Told (10/11/1999) to get out of the marital home until she got “truthful non
biased” counseling not from Beck et al or her mother Norma, and brother Steve
and until she stopped her “multiple Felonies” on me and the kids” and the
Church and School kids. Even at the directives of the “sect” conspiracy your
judges did not even require the REQUIRED Counseling when kids are involved
in a divorce because they could not expose her False hoods or their of the gang.
She needed to be arrested and “Baker Acted” and not used by your “Gang” as a
pon for deception by your deputies/Dr. Lynn/pastords/lawyers/Governors et al.
as now proved! Her rage and frauds could not be anticipated nor tolerated for
the safety of the kids or me. When she started using the drugs her mother sent
her and loading a gun—who was she after? The “gang” concealed her Felonies
because they caused her ill mental state of deprivations and they still use her
frauds against now proved innocent and truthful me and my innocent kids!
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Ron Beck, Tim Jeffers, Gary Leatherman, Herman Meister, William Brown, Elbert
Nasworthy, Karen Jeffers, Paula Powell, Dr. and Mrs. Lon Lynn, Joe Howlett, Mike
Smoak, Mike Corbin, Jackie Corbin, April Beck, Heyward Duane Milford and
“Others” [when full discovery (more than what the 2006 Crenshaw Ordered
records showed) is allowed per the By-Laws for the Ethics Internal Investigation
blocked by the deputies frauds] as part of the FBCCP “Sect” intending only to
deceive and extort and ignoring the “votes” and “voice” of the FBCCP and
CPCS Membership asking “Show me the money trail and stop the building
scheme frauds”! Judge Crenshaw (case 02-03812) and Judge Sierra (Family
Law 02-4974 case) resigned the case rather than follow the law and trails of
criminal felonies! Then judge Crenshaw is appointed by Crist to the 2DCA just
as she was assigned the Respondent Townsend v. Beck 02-03812 case by fraud
by Jeb Bush et al in 2003 to cause delay as she blocked every attempt at
discovery and use of the Pellegrini 476 So2d 1363, law (add defendants who
contributed to the damages) and Malicious Prosecution and Abuse of Process as
she admitted in her court May-Sept./2006! Barbas and Ober let that fraud out.
• Jeb Bush et al–Bush used Townsend Case Fla. SC. 98-2111 and the related cases
and under lying facts of private information learned in the Florida Bar
Investigation (93-31, 690-692) against Chapin’s and the firm to keep Linda
Chapin Orlando County Commission Chair Person off the ticket for
Governor with Buddy McKay so Jeb, Crist and McCollum and the
“Republican Right” could win on now proved conspired false promises;
• Charlie Crist-As Attorney General concealed the frauds of Bush, Florida Bar and
judges conspiracy to assist Chapin with Orlando Chief Judge Rom Powell
keeping Townsend from litigation exposing criminal acts of David Popper et
al. on his clients while charging over $40, 000 in legal fees to do their frauds.
Crist by not giving Florida Supreme Court Judges their Oaths --retained
leverage over them as attorney general/Gov. to prosecute them for crimes.
• Pat Bean—Controlled the Eminent Domain “overpayment” to FBCCP based on
Frauds of the “sect” to the members, courts and citizens and ignored and
assisted in the years of violations of FBCCP By-laws and “Hate Crimes” and
“interference with child custody” still done to this day controlling “due
process” by “alleged” “law enforcers”. Because I opposed her and called
her out in the settlement room she has retaliated against me since. She signs
off and approved on the QUID PRO QUO payments of her co-participants!
• Mark Ober—Controlled his Office assisting the frauds of HCSO Joe Howlett et
al using the “Victims Assistance Program” 11/15/2001, in the court of judge
Palomino with attorney Scruggs et al and HCSO Gary Terry as a continuing
fraud to charge Townsend with “multiple Felonies” against even his own
kids just to divert attention and conceal the many Truths now Townsend
and time exposed and even Scruggs admitted to judge Stoddard! Gary
Terry exposed this part in the 2007 HCSO meetings.
See Transcripts in Palomino-Cook, Stoddard, Barbas, Gomez, Arnold, Holder, Sierra and
Crenshaw Courts assisted by the 2DCA as the “Process Abuse Conspiracy” is exposed!
• Bruce Chapin—never intended to expose the case Townsend v. Lane to conceal
the frauds of his colleague Attorney David Popper ignoring Townsend
reporting the drug crimes and false evidence because Chapin wanted his
own criminal acts not to be exposed as he helped his wife’s political
posturing also tainted by Popper if exposed. The Florida Bar Orlando
Office and Tallahassee Office admitted Chapins/Popper frauds. The Florida
•
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Bar Ethics Department said in 1999, Townsend “if you ever get your law
degree within six months I will find a way to have your disbarred!” When
this type of extortion did not stop my telling facts on 10/20/1999, they
abducted my kids and then made many false charges to cause me to loose my
Kmart Managers job as more extortion!
David H. Popper—assisted Chapin’s conspiracy against his clients and justice.
Rom Powell as the Chief Judge of Orange County, Florida—By “closing and
concealing” Townsend v. Lane, Popper, Chapin, Williams et al.—judge
Powell got from Linda Chapin as Chairwoman of the Orlando County
Commission the deciding vote to build the new courthouse rather than a
remodel of the old as well as “fixing” other cases for Chapins law firm.
The Florida Bar Leaders John Harkness and John Berry— Intentionally does
“Failure to report or prosecute felonies and assisted in the continuance
thereof” especially of “lawyers” who buy their Florida Bar Insurance
Protection (RICO Gang Shakedown $$$$$$). The pattern is proved strong!
John Grant, Former Senator and FBCCP Registered Agent—lied since 09/1999
or before and still does criminally helping the “Sects” “Scams to Shams”;
David Gibbs III of the Christian Law Association—knew of felonies since 1990’s;
and also intentionally lied to Townsend as he also argued the Terry Schiavo
case for Bush to protect a family while in the Townsend v. Beck Sect Church
case helps the “Sect” fraud the families and steal from citizens!
Charles Scruggs Former 13th Circuit Judge and Townsend et al’s Attorney---see
the letter below as to how Scruggs intentionally sabotaged his own clients in
his own words of hate written by his own hand to threaten his clients;
Tim Jeffers, Pinellas County Sheriff Jail Deputy—as FBCCP sect fraud leader;
Joe Howlett, Hillsborough County Sheriff Deputy, Retired, as FBCCP sect;
Mike Smoak, Hillsborough County Sheriff Deputy, Retired—and FBCCP sect
member- As HCSO Martinez --Stated at my meeting with him and your HCSO
Gary Terry (6/26/2007), Smoak knew the criminal acts at FBCCP and by
concealment of the “Felonies” gained his wife a job and got his kids free private
education’s in exchange for concealing (Failing to report the Felonies) the frauds
of the HCSO deputies and Others. (Martinez was quickly reassigned from
Internal Affairs after in 2007 he agreed to help me expose Terry/Gee et al.);
Gary Terry, Hillsborough County Sheriff Deputy, Retired—Protected and
concealed the violations of felony law of his deputies and friends just as his
deputies were caught as Judge Merryday ruled in the Aisenberg Baby Case
framing the father! Under his HCSO command of the Fraud and Internal
Affairs Departments his policy also was in a domestic case blame the father.
And being biased and prejudiced as a friend of Tim Jeffers then protecting
the Felonies of their acts against Townsend was naturally done;
David Gee, Hillsborough County Sheriff—The puppet of the Board, Pat Bean,
Ober, Crist and “others” to conceal the violations of law by all co-participants;
Charles Denny IV, As attorney for the “Sect” and “Sect agents” in total violation
of the conflict of interest rules, knowingly violated the Church Corporation
and members and Rules of Law just to conceal the “Sect” in their crimes
since 04/2002 the beginning of the cases where Townsend was the
Respondent against Beck and Karen or the Divorce case she filed. Denny
intentionally did crimes and he admitted it in 2009!

Where are the “Felony” arrests:
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now that FBCCP members (Tax payers) asked to be investigated since about
10/1995 when Administrative “Pastor” Elbert Nasworthy confessed from the
FBCCP Business Meeting the “sect” embezzlement and fraud as Dr. John Berry
tried to report with me and we still demand for the “Members” ALL truthful
records since but your deputies Gang still conspires against naïve citizens?
• now that prove back to Popper/Chapin/Florida Bar/Crist/Bush/McCollum/Gee
and their co-participants gangs as our own lawyers Felonies that causes still the
“abduction” of my kids and all the other felonies?
SO Gee et al YOU SAY --It is not fraudulent “failure to report” or “contempt of court” or
“obstruction of justice” if the few judges and “law enforcers” are in on the conspiracy to
conceal or commit the new crimes to continue the bribe or obstruction or extortion!
• Jim Coats, Pinellas County Sheriff—Hand picked by Sheriff Everett Rice and
Concealed illegal acts of their Deputy Jeffers et al and obstruction acts of
Santa Rosa County (Pensacola) deputies where Coats was interim Sheriff in 1992.
• FDLE—Yes, they have ignored the law since the mid 1990’s when Townsend
first reported the Florida Bar Cover up of the Chapin’s and Wrote, visited
with FDLE Investigators and informed them of the illegal conspiracy of
Chapin et al. Bush and Crist were able to stop the FDLE investigations and
still do even in how this Aprils Fool Day their investigator answered the
questions of how the “Spill the Beans” investigation was tied to my 2004 and
other letters to them. Off the record, FDLE agents admit all my claims.
• Judges of the Hillsborough County 13th Circuit Courts—As listed as Defendants
• Judges of the Second District Court of Appeals—As listed as Defendants because
their own acts and statements show they are intentionally in on the conspiracy!
• Clerks of the Circuit Court, Appeals Courts and Florida Supreme Court—
• DCF connected with the Pat Chapin Family YMCA funding of state programs;
• Any and All “other’s Doe” and named in Townsend Et Al. v. Gray Et Al. (066005) your judges as Cook just this year tries to say “No Felonies are being
reported in my court”!
•

Did our Attorney former 13th Circuit Judge Charles Scruggs and Now disbarred
attorney Heather Gray have personal and criminal motives to approve of the abduction of
my children and allow others to be harmed? YES and YES! And are paid to lie to clients!
Scruggs admitted to judge Stoddard in February 2006, he did many frauds to his
clients (See the transcripts) and that he was “scared” to stand up to the deputies (law
enforcers as his customers and superiors)-yet the “law enforcers” continue to not do the law
and Scruggs continues to be the best helper AGAINST his former clients, FBCCP and kids!
Scruggs said:
• July 2000 and many times since, “Some day your children will return to you.”
(He knew kids were abducted against their will --see my kids 10/20/1999, letter!)
• July 2000—“All you can do to help your kids and your claim is write letters.”
• September 30, 2003, “My personal convictions do not allow me to make a
church look bad and I never planned on bringing the church matters in to the
divorce case" or even what caused the divorce stress as Scruggs with
Timmerman blocked every right this father or the kids had. He never intended
to “upright” justice but continues the Abuse of Process and Malicious
Prosecution against his own clients as he takes their bribe money for Gee and
Ober et al!
It has been now 15 plus years yet Jeffers Deputies et al and “sect agents” continue to “utter false
reports” and criminal threats to “impede” Constitutional Rights and allow “Felony” criminal acts!
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Judge Timmerman knowingly conspired with your Bean paid Charles Scruggs after
Scruggs was “09/30/2003 fired”---the November-December Divorce Injunction(s) of 2003, that
after the years of felonies and frauds you and your agents still use on my adult kids and me to try
to put me in jail for “Reporting Felonies”!
Scruggs told judge Gomez in 2004 and Stoddard in 2006 he did malpractice and gross
incompetence to his clients yet your “criminal gang” still continues violations of naïve and
innocent kids! Even judge Crenshaw in 09/2006 stated that fact in the transcripts!
When Judge Rex Barbas after judge Crenshaw recused herself and took the 5th
Amendment in violation of the F.S. §38 Rule, got the 02-03812 Townsend Et Al. v. Beck Et Al.
THIRD AMENDED COMPLAINT merged just as Judge Arnold in 2003, said to do and naming
this Board of County Commissioners and Bean Et Al. as defendants, Judge Barbas dismissed the
Complaint with prejudice and even backdated his order over some 60 days just so Townsend
could not appeal! The letter from Attorney Denny of September 11, 2007, is proof even attorney
Denny did not know judge Barbas had falsely and backdated the signed the Order of Dismissal!
Just another “judge” intentionally under your control and frauds to conceal felonies!
Jeffers/Gee/Crist/Ober and your Bean et al “gang” has been rewarding any person who
tries to stop Townsend from protecting or being a father to my own kids and Church kids
who the membership of FBCCP per the By-Laws elected me (1993) to “serve and protect”.
Sheriff Deputies, lawyers and judges et al using the now “fired” FBCCP “pastor” Ron
Beck “uttered false reports” since about 10/1995 to “deprivate” the “public image” of Randall
Townsend as the “lead” voice of the FBCCP Church membership per the By-Laws “demanding”
a “transparent accounting” of all FBCCP and CPCS Business transactions since the
announcement of 10/95, by Administrative Pastor Elbert Nasworthy that over $5,112.03 was paid
to themselves (additional amounts and to whom has never been reported still demanded in 2010)
to avoid Federal IRS Taxes as admitted by C.P.A. Horgan in 2006 after the partial records
production of the Crenshaw Ordered Church Records showing frauds were worse than expected.
Additional reports of raises, increased car allowance, special bonuses, nepotism hiring
and expensed reimbursements have never been fully transparent to voting Church members and
actually through Deputy Jeffers/Howlett/Smoak et al intentionally falsely reported but the 2006
produced records revealed many still unanswered “FELONIES” AND frauds.
(See the patterns! The Pat Bean, Jim Norman, Senator John Grant and attorney Cary
Gaylord Connection with Nasworthy (twice) is exposed through the Eminent Domain Money
Frauds to scam tax payers and Church members. Through Bean, attorneys, Sheriffs, and judges
continue to criminal acts against justice and contract rights!)
When only partial production of the frauds was allowed or done:
• Many members of the “Finance Committee” and “others” fled;
• Members fired the “pastors”(Administrators Nasworthy, Brown, Meister, Beck);
• Mr. Horgan C.P.A. admitted in 2006 the “frauds he saw in 1999 were so bad that he
took his kids out of the school and split his C.P.A. firm with Mr. Janssen;
• Jeffers bragged to member Townsend while waiting for HCSO deputies on
10/28/2007, to come arrest Townsend that it was Jeffers who produced the conspired
frauds with Mr. Janssen C.P.A. and the letter of 10/27/1999, specifically designed to
make Townsend appear defamed in a “false public light” and a “liar” but confirmed
in 2006 by the Crenshaw Ordered produced records as Townsend was more than
100% correct and there is still a lot of still concealed records to expose more frauds;
• but have not been able to per the By-Laws and U.S. or State Constitution deal with a
continuing “criminal enterprise” by “Jeffers/Gibbs/Crist et al law enforcers”!
In addition to the financial frauds and “self dealing” the members were victims of fraud
and violations of “intentionally false reports” by the “Sect” in:
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the hiring of Karen Jeffers to the position of CPCS Principle without the FBCCP
Nominations Committee Approval as the By-Laws required;
the appointment of Deputy Joe Howlett to the position of Trustee without FBCCP
Nominations Committee Approval as the By-Laws required;
false FBCCP Business Reports since about 10/1995, using ambiguous and misleading
terms not defined as “Administrative Costs” or “Operational Costs”;
stating to the county a false building plan on the eminent domain case;
the repairs and safety of the school bus and van;
Buying the 18105 Gunn Highway property without the permits first;
Beck privately from Townsend as the Long Range Planning Committee Chairman
demanded “$25-40,000” to remodel the Earle Home on the 18105 property so “he
could have more bathrooms for his daughters and live in the country like his twin
brother Donnie” at the same time this restoration had no funds and would hamper any
buildings to be located on the site of the home should permits be allowed:
Findings of the “experts” as Cogan Industries, Doozan, C.P.A. and State Attorney
Buildings put on the 18105 Property;
Safety issues of the 7705 Gunn Highway property; (traffic patterns, water, fences)
Fraud of contaminated drinking well water to kids due to the old gas station pumps;
Beck stealing from the Awana kids their “specially donated sound system” bought
from designated funds by the kids themselves taken by Beck from the kids;
Frauds in the approvals of the purchases of the “Class room Portables” and basketball
courts for the 7705 Gunn Highway;
Fraud that expanding the 7705 Gunn Highway property would cost about half of the
costs of the “Expansion Quest” verses relocation to the 18105 property and in the
process better service the “Members Quest” objectives to the community;
Zoning uses of the 18105 Property;
Loans gained on the 7705 and 18105 Gunn Highway and other property;
Lawsuits from third parties regarding improper “sect” business deals;
Rewriting the By-Laws in 2000, specifically to remove only positions of Townsend
and by fraud give the “sect” more powers without votes while Gang Deputies did car
chases and blocked Townsend lawfully from being in the By-Laws Church Meetings;
Reports of and from Lawyers: Gibbs and Gardner of C.L.A.; Grant; Denny; Scruggs;
Gray and “others” yet unknown;
The multiple unethical daily practices of the “sect” stressing the kids and parents
understandings;
Frauds in the raising of funds for the building process;
Frauds in building the “MAC” center on the 18105 property without use permits;
Frauds in creating defamation of Townsend by pastors with deputies blocking church
steps, car chases with lights flashing, pulling up and blocking Townsend’s car as he
waited on his kids to come out of a church or school function, charging Townsend
with felonies of Domestic Abuse and Repeat Violence in cases 01-15813 and 0115814 and affirming under oath criminal charges to judge Palomino on 11/15/2001,
and then alleging Townsend was a “stalker”, “dangerous with guns” and had
“molested and abused his children” as Sheriff reports show Beck made multiple false
statements in his affidavit of 10/31/2001 and threats and frauds at other times;
The conspiracy of HCSO Detective Mike Smoak in 1999, to the CPCS School Board
in order to conceal the “sect” frauds to the members of FBCCP and parents;
The Frauds and “False light” against Randall Townsend as the “voice guardian” now
proved true to his duty to: rights of the Corporation; By-Laws; Members; and Laws.
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In all these things stated above and in other issues the position of the GANG
deputies is “you are not going to make our pastors look bad!” Your own facts show crimes.
But now that the pastors were “fired” by the members finally after Townsend was able to
gain the 2006 Court Ordered partial records—only the deputies still remain in their leadership
roles gained by their conspiracy and frauds with their intentionally negligent superior “law
enforcers” to conceal their “FELONIES”! Even with Beck gone, the Jeffers/Sect Agents attack.
Even in too many FBCCP Business Meeting records to count, the “sect” promises to
allow full “Transparent” inspection of all Business Records but after over 100 Legal demands
through the courts these 1995 to date records are still not disclosed just in the same pattern your
BOCC has concealed what you know will “Spill the Beans” if you allow a full “Transparent”
investigation the FDLE on or about April Fools Day 2010, says they will not do!
FBCCP Business Meeting Reports:
Not many members (only the sect) were in favor of the “sect” presenting false “building
plans” just to create a larger Eminent Domain payment from ourselves as “tax payers” due to the
expansion of Gunn Highway in order to build Sickles High School.
We per our “Members Quest” did not approve of any type fraud!
Again Faith does not need and will not “fraud” or use fraud to achieve its purposes!
1997—Members vote is based on do not buy the 18105 Gunn Highway property without
permits –FIRST! Property is bought by the “sect” frauds to voting members now
stuck with major debt-- long years in court--no permits--now selling the property.
May 2, 1999—Over $43,400.81 is reported missing from the Pastors Salary Fund (12/1998)!
And Gary Leatherman as Finance Committee Member said that the I.R.S. is coming
saying, “We want to be the good guys, (pure as the driven snow) but we know that
the IRS is coming in here. It is not IF, it is WHEN…”.
October 31, 1999—Fraudulent letter from C.P.A. is presented by the “Jeffers sect” per
C.P.A. Mr. Horgan in 2006 and frauds confessed 10/28/2007 by Tim Jeffers.
January 23, 2000—Townsend demanded a full investigation sneaking into the Church
Balcony to ask the questions from where deputies could not trespass but the
confession by Beck to judge Palomino in 11/15/2001 and the 2006 Records revealed
documents showed the patterns of “Sect” assisted knowingly by the HCSO Et Al to
make sure all criminal felonies of Beck et al continue as they do now even after Beck
is “FIRED” by the FBCCP Membership as they would have done in 1999 or before
had Jeffers et al not been concealing FELONIES still ongoing and causing the
abduction of my kids in 2010!
April 2000--Townsend is stopped from FBCCP meetings as Jeffers et al deputies stood on
front steps of the Church and deputies did conspired frauds in Deacons Meeting.
June 8, 2000: Milford who assumed Townsend’s duties after the fraudulent expulsion of
Townsend in responding to the 09/08/1999 Demand Meeting through his concealing
the “sect” actions of false church reports of money and his false EMK Surveying
Company Reports on the 18105 and 7705 Gunn Highway properties.
“Duane Milford- I would assume that anyone that would need ($$$)details on specific
ministry areas that are under any of these categories could get that information in the
office.
Pastor Beck- Yes
Pastor Brown-Yes
Pastor Beck- That is correct.
Duane Milford- Okay. All right. That’s fine. Thank you.” Milford knew all frauds!
July 2, 2000- The FBCCP By-Laws Rewriting meeting was a total attempt by the
“Sect” to conceal their frauds and specifically and intentionally remove Townsend
from the Ethics Nominations Committee as the Awana Commander and Children’s
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Ministry Director while deputies stood on the Church Steps and threatened to arrest
Townsend as at other times for trying to speak to fellow members!
In 2010 co-participants of the deputies without legal authority drive counties outside
their jurisdiction and make the same threats to conceal their criminal acts!
November 7, 2007--Let the public know the BOCC TV Camera will show Pat Bean and Jim
Norman privately and specifically discuss to deny Townsend’s Request to Speak form. (The only
person denied that morning.) Townsend left the meeting when the deputies “repositioned”
themselves. The BOCC also then that same day voted to give Bean about a $7,000.00 raise and a
contract extension through 2011, at that time. Had Norman and Bean allowed me to speak that
day for my 2-3 minutes and post my web site, the public would know the frauds and I could have
had my kids back years ago and the Church may have been restored and your culpability less!
Since about March 1996, or before investigator “Guardian” Townsend has been faced with:
• “lie to fellow church members and join the pastors/Jeffers sect” or “become
negligent” and “break a promise to FBCCP members” and be quiet to naïve
victims of felonies both as a Church and CPCS members and as Citizens.
• “lie to fellow citizens and let the criminal acts of Attorney Popper et al still
violate “Constitutional Rights” and Due Process as Popper started in 1988.
Quotes by Abe Lincoln may explain why so many deprivations have been done to conceal the
criminal acts of the “sect and sect agents”:
• “Men are not flattered by being shown that there has been a difference of purpose
between the Almighty and them.”
• “Reports are often false, and always false when made by a knave to cloak his
knavery” and
• “I will be true to my convictions until a man wiser than I proves them wrong!”
is my favorite quote. Also as a student in high school who memorized Proverbs one clearly
sees right from wrong and the signs of false behaviors by the “sect” and “sect agents”!
To conceal these years of theft of Church members property and Tax Payers Rights
it is clearer now in 2010 the abduction of the Townsend children is to extort FBCCP
Church Members, “Tax Payers” and “Others” from their rights because the “sect”,
politicians and “law enforcers” are corrupt! Even Townsend’s wife (Karen Harrod)
intentionally took their “$$$ bribes” and fully knowingly participated in “false public light”
including “False Claims” of “Domestic Violence” and “Repeat Violence” with Ron Beck as
distractions in order to assist in concealing her intentional crimes helping the deputies sect
et al! She stole family money from our bank accounts, destroyed papers and in many many
fits of rage, hit, bit, kicked, lied, stole money, threw out important documents and even tried
to load a shotgun on me! When she was caught giving illegally drugs sent to her by her
mother who faked false illness to her doctors from Pensacola and mailed the drugs to give
to my kids –Karen was told to get out of the house and get treatment! Karen and the “Sect”
abuses was clearly documented and reported by multiple doctors willing to testify about the
causes and the malpractice treatment of Dr. Lon Lynn, “Law Enforcers”, lawyers, judges,
CPCS teachers and “Clergy” and the “Harrods” as they use her demented actions to their
advantage to attack me and my kids and the Church members and citizens!
When the “frauds” strategy worked on the Townsend wife and members in 09/1999,
the deputies under the direction of HCSO Gary Terry intentionally tried it to the
Aisenbergs in 11/1999 and beyond! The HCSO policy was always blame Domestic Violence
on the male and “some one will go to jail” was the motto in 1999 by HCSO on D.V. calls.
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I looked Gary Terry in the eye 06/27/2007 as I did with you David Gee on October 2,
2007, and saw the evil intentional fraud as the man behind the abduction of my kids because
he was prejudiced for Jeffers and his deputies! The next day 6/28/2007, I discovered in the
personnel file of deputy Jeffers the direct connection of prejudiced Terry to Jeffers. (See
8/1998 letter of accommodation posted on the web site!) In 2000, Pinellas Internal Affairs
concealed the personnel file of Jeffers and did other acts now known as fraud. Internal
Affairs told me to get more proofs which today they still ignore facts after years of proofs!
Judge Palomino (Case 01-15814) said, 11/15/2001, Transcript page 16:
“Now this is his daughter (still detained from seeing since the “Church Demand Meeting”
of 09/08/1999 and 11/08/2002) where his daughter goes to school where you are.
There’s nothing that says he can’t go around there. Now he’s on public property.
If he wants to see his daughter I, you know, I have a feeling that from what I’ve seen and
observed that Mr. Townsend is probably going to testify that you don’t allow him to see
his children, and this is the only opportunity that he has to se his children….” (Full
transcripts and letters from the victim kids at www.Judgeoneforyourself.com)
This “sham in the courtroom by Scruggs and Palomino” was purely to hide what
Beck/Jeffers Et Al. had been doing of keeping me illegally from my kids since 09/08/1999!
This warning by Judge Palomino is still ignored by HCSO Et Al. that they never had any
right since 1999 or before to keep me legally from my kids! But HCSO Et Al won’t let me in
handcuffs even take the depositions of my kids and surrounded by deputies with a court reporter.
It is clear that these directly connected criminal co-participants cannot allow this father
reunited with his children since 10/20/1999, or the Church Children 09/08/1999, because then all
the more extortion of using the naïve kids can be revealed and it is the Church Members own
“law enforcers” (Bush, Crist, McCollum, Harkness and Berry Et Al.) who are behind the criminal
abduction of the kids as extortion to shut me up since 1988 trying to report a felony they conceal!
These “self dealing” “government officers” want and need a generation of naïve citizens
to continue to abuse rather than Constitutional Rights being presented and preserved.
The Mark Ober State Attorney Victims Assistance Officer, Curtis Baughman----admitted he was involved now known as he said in 2006 in the frauds and at the 11/15/2001
Court Hearings because of the instructions given directly to him by his bosses and HCSO
Deputies including Sgt. Joe Howlett and as an FBCCP Trustee.
The FBCCP Trustees are not allowed to act for FBCCP or members without the members
vote per the By-Laws. Per the By-Laws the vote on Howlett’s actions would have been taken
only after Members debate and member Townsend was prevented from these meetings since
09/08/1999, because of as Ron Beck said to Judge Palomino 11/15/2001, deputies with Howlett
stood on the front steps of the church and were waiting outside the chambers to testify to judge
Palomino but attorney Scruggs could not let his co-conspirators frauds be known at this time.
Judge Crenshaw in 2006 said, despite what other cases it sounds like you have against
Attorney Scruggs and others that you can go after later she only wanted Beck as the defendant in
her attempted “bribe of a lot of money” in a summary judgement. Study the position of the
BOCC v Scruggs, admonishing how Lawyer Scruggs is to honorably defend his clients rights in
the case of a “child custody” verses how since July 2000 he has conspired with Pat Bean et al to
conceal the abduction and deprivations of his clients.
(See the patterns of frauds and double standards—yet Scruggs is still rewarded as
your good indigent family lawyer and even the Florida Supreme Court and Florida Bar
conceal the pattern of criminal acts by Heather Gray that relate back as Townsend reported
in 2003 or before to “proved criminal law enforcers”! Florida Bar Harkness, Berry and
Crist control the lawyers gang!)
What good is a lot of the “Crenshaw gang money” if as time has proved you can’t get
your kids and Church Rights back because the criminals have to keep doing forever their
“criminal enterprise”! Destiny shows that these persons in power will only keep doing harm!
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The Newspapers are in my lawsuits because of their direct connections to concealing the
truth because of the conspiracy by Pinellas Sheriff Jim Coats!
Why are our Government leaders wasting our “Tax Payers” Money/Property while our
BOCC is trying to negotiate with their “agent” persons who without permission stole “Tax
Payers” Kids, Money and Rights and Property? Because Pat Bean can “Spill their Beans”!
A lapse in “Ethics” to intentionally perform criminal act(s) is crossing the line and is not
negotiable! It is a lapse of “Ethics” for the BOCC as “stewards” to think you have the right to
negotiate and “Suspend with pay” beyond the “date of the theft”! The question(s) is “What was
stolen and When did the theft(s) start”. Because our own Sheriff is a co-participant in the “Spill
the Beans” Felonies our “citizens” and Church and families have little hope of “justice”!
Tax Payers never authorized your BOCC Lawyer or Administrator to “Steal From US” or
you the BOCC either! I do not recall that they are “Elected” by the “People” but are chosen by
the BOCC to serve the BOCC per the law to Serve and Protect the Citizens!
As Administrators and Lawyers, you are only our “Bank Tellers” to perform our “All
Men are Created Equal Transactions” --not owners but to be stewards of our “Tax Money” and
we demand a full transparent “Sunshine Law” audit of any and all transactions connected to
“Spill the Beans”!
Your “agents” have been telling me for many years that Florida is a Right to Work State
and the employee has no rights even per the FBCCP Church By-Laws Contract. So why is the
“Bean employment contract” a must to follow when your judges ignore the Church By-Laws and
the Constitutions which are also contracts with “citizens” of what Government must not violate?
Additionally, you and your agents have told me personally in this related matter that “I
had no rights” even though it is only you and your “agents” that said so and they never per the
law and By-Laws of the FBCCP honored the By-Laws as a Contract and per the duties the
“owner members” elected me to perform! Your and your agents still now after 10+ years of
proving the acts of the proved criminals still threaten me and my oath to not “follow the law and
the contracts”!
Why then in this “contract” of you with Bean are you showing a favoritism and double
standard when it is our tax payers money and rights she stole?
What group of victim citizens gave you the right to negotiate with our criminals!
Judge Crenshaw ruling to allow Sheriff Gee to search e-mails is a violation of due
process and directly connects against the Gang as Crist directed and now rewards Crenshaw by
her appointment to the 2DCA! This is even broader than the Federal Law which required not
“blanket” or “fishing expedition” searches but some evidence of “probable cause” must be shown
case by case! What other county circuit court judge gave this right to a Sheriff?
Just because Pat Bean says she “did not read the e-mails” does not mean others in her
“gang” did not and were able to leak facts to her! Just knowing the fact that she had and HCSO
Sheriff Gee had the ability to so this is prejudicial to “due process”! Who has been illegally
searched with out probable cause is a violation of the Constitution! Illegally they searched to find
how to come to my place counties away from Tampa in order to harass and threaten me in March
2010, but they won’t meet me in court and speak on the record to create a transcript!
What “warrant” was issued that allowed Deputies as Sheriff Jeffers threatened me in the
FBCCP Church lobby on October 28, 2007, when your HCSO Deputy Clark arrived and
trespassed me as a member from the Church Members Business Meeting that he would search his
computer banks and find out where I lived or worked. Jeffers and Jeffers et al made this threat as
with the criminal acts of assault and battery: in a church; outside his jurisdiction of Pinellas
County and as a continuation of the criminal acts done since about 1995 or before by his “RICO
Gang” directly connected to Judge Crenshaw, Bean, Ober, Crist, Jeb Bush and your BOCC!
Here is the problem(s)!
(1). How many “illegal” private acts have they done that forces the BOCC, HCSO, and Ober to
“negotiate” with “Robbery Suspects” with our Tax payers stolen money and property and rights!
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What comes into question is every comment each Commissioner has ever made and that if it was
meant to continue a “deception” that Norman, Bean and or Lee needed the BOCC to conceal
from the public non lawyers!
(2). The BOCC and HCSO and “Others” are “Hostages” negotiating for your own survival and in
this pattern willing to give up “everything or anything” or even things or rights that they do not
“own” to survive!
(3). How can “co-participants” of these “Robbery” no longer “Suspects” but proved “guilty” not
be publicly connected to the BOCC and “others” who participated in their other private “crimes”
of the past because you hide behind “her illegal legal advice”?
(4). Bean and Lee are both “Lawyers” So where is the Florida Bar Investigation? That’s right
John Harkness and John Berry cannot let “Citizens” have a public investigation because they will
be exposed as “knowledgeable co-participants” of your past deeds manipulating the “Justice”
system for them! (See the patterns.)
In the real world “Property Owners” call “9-11” to the “Servant” “Equal Law Enforcer”.
The Sheriff responds and may even need to “negotiate” temporarily until time to send in
the “Swat Team” to the “Bank” and have person(s) arrested and prosecuted! Our fears of your
trends shows no arrest or prosecution so you do not expose all the “crimes” along the way. The
SC09-1121 Consent Judgement against attorney Gray who is greatly connected to the deceptive
practices of “Spill the Beans” shows their attempt to put matters out of the public view and avoid
prosecution for many illegal acts that a non lawyer could get “Life” or “Old Sparky”!
But the BOCC and “others” has to have this Bigger “Criminal Enterprise” kept quiet as
you try to keep this “clean hands” appearance to deceive the public!
If they were “arrested”, they should be “fired” and “prosecuted” as a “Criminal”!
But this would go to a jury and then all the “he said-she said” dirty laundry starts to be
exposed to the “Tax Payers Jurors” and all “citizens”.
The least expensive way to handle this is “fire” all of you! Let you lawyers represent
yourselves in our “jury” trial and I am sure we will reach a “speedy” settlement and save
“victimized Tax Payers” our money and rights! That is how it should work so that you answer all
our questions and not just in a 3 minute statement to the BOCC that you have no intent to reply or
your new lawyer not ours will tell you to take the 5th !
But the BOCC and “law enforcers” and “others” cannot “Spill the Beans”!
Citizens can easily connect the “Criminal Enterprises” and “Criminal Acts”!
Let this letter force you to follow our law that us “Tax Payers” Civilians follow!
Arrest Bean, Lee, Sheriff Gee, BOCC and judges and let us see our “Justice” at work!
The BOCC or your new counsel or the FDLE does not have the right to “settle” or
“negotiate” this in violation of full discovery exposure per the “Sunshine Law”!
Let the Beans Et Al spill out in front of the “prejudiced” “13th Circuit judges” who she
has “leveraged” and “conspired” with to “deceive” for her; the BOCC and “others” all these years
for her private and personal agenda—not per the law!
Did you forget “We the people” also have the Constitutional Right to be the “jury of their
peers” to “redress our government”!
But you cannot have her arrested or the BOCC or others or she will “Spill Your Beans”!
In the Case Townsend Et Al v. Gray Et Al. (06-6005) I will show you:
• The “facts” of your “Criminal Enterprise” your “Co Participants” fear;
• Reveal the illegal deeds done to me and those in the Churches and Citizens and
Parents for whom I speak who have been deprivated while Bean carries out her plan
for and with you and with others as Indigent Attorney Scruggs (NIFONG v. Duke)
does against Tax Payers;
• Beans Co-Conspirators and “Self Dealers” ignored the 10/1995 “9-11” “What is your
emergency call?” CPCS Pastor John Berry, members and I made to your Beans
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HCSO and Grant Agents advising them of “Self Dealing” by the “sect” at FBCCP.
Since 1995 “law enforcers” say “you are not going to make the pastors look bad” and
therefore block discovery and proving just how may crimes are concealed nor allow
tax paying members to “purge” the crimes and criminals controlling their daily lives;
• Per the January 22, 1995 FBCCP By-Laws even the FBCCP Deacons had to get
approval from the Nominations Committee (as Supreme Court Ethics Committee)
before actions of even recommendation of a new Deacon stating:
“To the Nominating Committee these two men have been faithful to the council
in the past and will return to the Deacon’s upon vote of the church.…Nominating
Committee: The Nominating Committee makes recommendation to elect these
teachers and officers to certain positions. Finance Committee…”
And to determine per the duty of a Nominations Committee Member Townsend has
been seeking to “review” all business records of the Finance Committee sect or any
employee of the FBCCP and CPCS to see if said ethics of the By-Laws has been met!
• Per the “July 9, 1995,… The Nominating Committee: The Committee will bring all
Sunday School, Awana and Committee Assignments to the church on August; The
Nominating Committee is interested in finding individuals who have a financial
background….” We now want to see how that background was by fraud used!
• Beans Co- Conspirators and “Self Dealers” even ignored the “abduction” letters
written by my two Townsend Children the night they were abducted because of
yours and “Beans Et al” extortion deeds:
“October 20, 1999”
“Dad,
Please don’t be mad at us! I don’t know what other option I/we have. It’s not fair
just not 2 C mome either! N- ways we’ll C U soon + we’ll give U a call later! OK?
Take Care of Peaches, Whisper (family cats) + Shaddow (family dog). Jason needs
U 2 set up his bunk-bed in his room, If not we’ll get it later + set up the dinette set in
the kitchen too!
Heart- U ~ C-U Soon
Heart- Jen”
and the October 20, 2001, letter of the son, J.D.T trying to regain a father/son relationship by
writing to this Dad and only 10 days later for your Howlett/Smoak/Jeffers et al “criminal agents”
to serve a “Restraining Order” (Case 01-15813 & 01-15814) on this “innocent” father telling him
he cannot contact his “ADULT” Son at Word of Life Bible College in Hudson (during a
parent/student weekend event) just so your criminal agents can attend and “defame the Church
public view” and make Townsend look like a more “dangerous” “with guns” criminal child
“abuser and molester” as they started at the 09/08/1999, “Demand Show me the money meeting
and stop the building scheme frauds…” so your deputies “Criminal Scheme” with exposed lying
“pastors” and “sect agents” “Grant/Norman/Bean et al” is continued so Pat Bean is not exposed in
the corruption with Jim Norman, John Grant and attorney Cary Gaylord of intentionally
perpetrating an Eminent Domain (Case 95-1549, Hillsborough County v. Wigle, et al Parcel 106
First Baptist Church of Citrus Park) fraud to Tax Payers!
The “excess” Eminent Domain money (partial settlement $27,429) was later raised as per
Townsend’s Church report of 01/14/1996, to $172,000.00.
And again raised to $505,788.00 and is then embezzled by the “sect” against the vote of
the Church Members and their “Building Quest” just to empower Beck et al as their “Cult” leader
who “wanted more bathrooms for his daughters and to live in the country like his brother
Donnie.” to buy the 18005 Gunn Highway property now up for sale and under a tremendous debt.
The FBCCP Membership and I have been “detained”, “abducted” and victimized
because as FBCCP Membership and Taxpayers we tried to expose our “Sect Pastards and
Jeffers deputies” who were and still are “self dealing” with “pay privileges” and “self
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dealing frauds” just like the Beans Et Al group did and you BOCC act shocked and
surprised to the public like you never have seen this pattern done before!
You have known this Bean Greed Criminal Pattern since FBCCP members told
your Norman/Grant Agents since about 1995 what Deputies Jeffers and Howlett were and
still are doing to conceal the frauds for tax evasion purposes administrator Elbert
Nasworthy admitted in the 10/1995 FBCCP Quarterly Business Meeting!
So this is the “FEAR” your “HCSO Intelligence agents” still extort and tell a 14 year old
girl and a 16 year old boy on October 20, 1999 till now by your March 2010, HCSO Intelligence
Deputies “Visit” that they must not “I don’t know what other option I/we have. It’s not fair
just not 2 C mome either!” or your daddy goes to jail and we will make up charges on you
kids also! Your “agents” and “CPCS Christian School Administrators threatened little
children and still do now over 10 years later!
Is this what “NO CHILD LEFT BEHIND” means that Governors Bush, Crist, AG Bill
McCollum, Mark Ober, Scruggs, Gray, Senator Grant, David Gibbs, Charles Denny, Rolfes and
the judges and Pat Bean let the FBCCP/CPCS children be “abducted” from parents and their
“Rights” and become “jail detainees” of the “Couey Jeffers et al” and State “Law Enforcers” and
Government Officers like you who practice years of frauds, extortion and Obstruction of Church
and Civil Contract Rights and Religious Persons and Citizens right to vote and “redress
government” violations of our basic Constitutional and Church Contract rights.
The current legislation advocated by Jeb Bush and the “Faith Based Vouchers” tied to the
Teachers Bills with then the legal ability getting around the Rule of Church-State and the specific
Florida Constitution Article I. Section 3. to “fund” Private Schools with Tax Payers “direct”
funds seems to be a tooled wedge to gain influence when no other form of leverage has been
available as in the case of FBCCP/CPCS.
The “Carrot” of greater Eminent Domain money for FBCCP “pastard” greedy
Administrators to use for their own “self dealing” and not the “vote of the members” was too
great for them to pass up and then therefore became servants to Beans Government Officers when
the greed of Beck Et Al was “partially” and finally revealed for the frauds to the members who
then “FIRED” him and others but Beans agents won’t let us vote out “Per the By-Laws” criminal
deputies and their wives who fraud us since 1995.
Crist, Bush and “others” at State and County Level as their “agents” have tried to admit
as an “excuse” they have no “supervision” of FBCCP/CPCS Jeffers et al, HCSO and the proved
“Criminal Enterprise” actions they have done to date. Yet they can:
• Block discovery of the FBCCP Nominations Ethics Committee Internal
“investigation” by letting deputies Jeffers, Howlett, Corbin and Smoak and “others”
intentionally “utter false reports”;
• Ignore the “use of force” and “detainment” done by deputies with their false arrest,
car chases, and frauds in the church meetings and courts;
• “praise” or “reward” at this time by “law enforcers” “uttering false reports” there is
still no “crimes” only because they are deputies but have prosecuted others for much
less “Odious and Outrageous Acts”;
• or with vouchers can “falsely” by this “praise” guide other parents into a “cult”
where the parent then has no rights as the CPCS School Board Deputies on the Board
and in Administration told me through C.L.A.’S David Gibbs III and Attorney Drew
Gardner since about 1999, even in defiance of my member Elected FBCCP Supreme
Court position on the Nominations Committee or as a “parent” with full rights until
the “Scam of Shams” or the Timmerman Divorce Injunction of 2003 used to justify
and “backdate” the “law enforcers” created deprivations to extend to take away then
all parental rights. The use of “government” grants in the hands of my teenagers then
bought them into “control” of law enforcers able to leverage my naïve kids for years.
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I have been proved right and telling the truth against criminal acts since 1988 and before,
and you think I am going to “stop” typing because more deputies make illegal threats for your
“gang” now to still try to keep me from my kids or threaten them also.
Here is your “GUITLY” “Criminal Enterprise” and “Probable Cause” FACTS:
Jeb Bush and Charlie Crist and the “alleged” “Self Dealing Righteous” cannot “Spill the
Beans” that since the WTVT FOX 13 Town Hall Meeting that I asked the question to the panel:
Candidates for Governor “What do you do when you find out the Florida Bar is
lying to you?”! Lawyer Ken Conner and Jeb Bush on TV took the question!
This became the motive for Jeb Bush et al to conceal Bush gained inside information of a
Florida Bar Orlando investigation and the later Florida Supreme Court (Cases 98-1866 and 982111), Brief filed July 6, 1999 from me that day and at other times that gave “Bush campers”
knowledge of criminal activities and “Political” leverage over “Democrats” vetting Orlando
County Commission Chairperson Linda Chapin on the Buddy McKay Ticket. Linda Chapin’s
husband Bruce, had been my attorney and his crimes against his clients that came to join with me
showed political corruption throughout Orlando.
Naive me then let Jeb Bush make to me a “vow” what I know and can prove now was an
“intentional false promise” that he would see justice was done to bring to prosecution the Chapin
Et Al and Florida Bar Scheme admitted by Bar Investigator John B. Root, Jr.—
(Saying “This is the worse case of abuse I have seen by an attorney on a client in my over
27 years of investigating cases for the Florida Bar, but my boss has told me to close this
file and never talk to you again. Good Bye!”)
Papers show an intentional conspired corrupt Florida Bar investigation pattern just as was
shown in the acts of the Florida Bar’s Investigation in 2005, and now in SC09-1121 verses
Heather Gray. These “uttered false reports” can only be traced to the top and “agents” per the
directives of Florida Bar Executives John Harkness and John Berry. (FDLE John Berry --No
relation to CPCS Pastor Dr. John Berry).
Jeb Bush and “many others” even admitted had “Magical” Linda Chapin (because of her
public not concealed private image) been on the ticket with Buddy McKay, Bush admitted would
have probably lost the election because of her over 70% approval rating in the I-4 Corridor!
John Wilson allegedly an honorable Journalist moderated the Town Hall meeting and
promised me he would continually follow this story. Where has he been these 10 years?
Note the Florida Bar Findings reported in SC09-1121 CONDITIONAL GUILTY
PLEA FOR CONSENT JUDGMENT For Heather Gray leaves out investigations on many
select clients who have already in times past reported his torts.
The Democrats, Republicans and Florida Bar John Harkness and John Berry also cannot
afford to let the “Citizens” know just how corrupt and controlled our “justice” system and Florida
Bar “RICO GANG” is at the whim of “politics” and not per the law!
The Contaminated office of the Florida Attorney General under the directives of
“Politician” Charlie Crist converted the integrity of the AG’s Office from the “Chain Gang
Charlie’s” dedication to the law and victims in Florida and is no longer for the people. Bill
McCollum seems to continue this same “me” philosophy as his “State Wide Grand Jury” is
showing very little progress or interest in the whole story! The FDLE and BOCC have already
admitted to me this pattern of containment of “Citizens knowledge and Rights”. Many attorneys
are afraid to speak knowing they will be singled out by the Bar and disbarred by frauds!
For Politics sake, each criminal participant has intentionally violated the laws of
Contracts and Constitutions and specifically in the case (06-6005) I advocate intentionally sunk to
the lowest depths and violated F.S.775.03, UNLAWFUL BENEFIT TO CLERGY and
intentionally as CPCS Pastor John Berry and I told Registered Agent Grant and Gibbs III in 1999
and before and Scruggs in July 2000 and Pinellas and HCSO Internal Affairs:
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•

•

•
•
•

let Deputy Jeffers/Howlett/Smoak et al and his “gang” sell out the FBCCP Church
and members and kids and tax payers and my kids, use their “uniforms”, Sheriff Cars
to chase and detain Townsend on Public Streets, BOCC Meetings and “False
appearance of Color Of Law Religious Image” confirmed per Beck’s confession to
Judge Palomino in 11/15/2001, Stand on the Church Steps, Block Townsend seeing
his kids and church/school teachers, Testify falsely in Court, and illegally use the
State’s Attorneys Victim Assistance Office, File Restraining Orders, Chase
Townsend across multiple County Lines
so “Pastards” Nasworthy, Meister, Brown, Ferguson, Powell, Leatherman and Beck
with their wives and Tim and Karen Jeffers could all for the sake of (As Judge
Crenshaw said, All things are related) not exposing the “Republicans leverage of the
Criminal Democrats”: “Embezzle Donations and Tuition for personal benefit”; “utter
false reports”(C.P.A., Building Reports, Purchase Contracts, Bank Loans, False
FBCCP Business Reports from 1995-still unexplained);
Could Create and advocate a fraudulent Eminent Domain position just to get more
money with Grant, Bean, Norman and “others” fraudulently from Tax Payers;
Do Fraud to the members to buy the Earle 18005 Gunn Hwy Property (now in 2010
up for sale because of major debt); and
hide behind alleged “pastors” at all costs in their scheme to defraud just so “Beck
could have more bathrooms for his daughters and live in the country like his brother
Donnie” and so others and deputies could have “self dealing” private education for
their kids and jobs for their wives. Since 1995, we do not know how much money
they “stole” but we know they conspired and stole my kids to deprivate and deceive!

Citizens need to know who and how fraud has been created and perpetrated and is
“connected” against the First Baptist Church of Citrus Park through you as Judge Marva
Crenshaw (Appointed by Jeb Bush to the 13th Circuit and Appointed by Charlie Crist to the
2DCA in 2009) and concealed you from 2003-2006 in case 02-03812 Third Amended
Complaint as Respondent Townsend v. Beck, HCSO, BOCC, OBER, Bush and Crist et al
and confessed on September 7, 2006, in her court attempt to offer a “bribe” in the form of a
sealed “Summary Judgement” that was refused because it meant selling out to become a coparticipant with you in crimes you know still conspire to continue!
The Transcript of the March 31, 2004, and at other times intentional interruptions by
judge Crenshaw and Attorney Denny and Ex Parte intentional deeds by Attorney Scruggs/Gray et
al as Confessed by judge Gomez on the record (March 2004) were meant to deceive and protect
now proved “Criminal” Co-Participants.
Even the “Demand for Production” filed 12/2003 was removed from the Clerks Case files
and docket and then Crenshaw Et Al and Denny Et Al later ignored the many “demands a
criminal respondent by law is entitled” to especially in the permanent loss of fathers rights!
The 2006 Production proved Crenshaw illegally charged Townsend as a Church member
$924.00, for asking “Interrogatories” as a Church Supreme Court Leader if not impaired and
detained by Sheriff Deputies et al in the FBCCP Business meetings, on the Church Steps or on
Public Street or with your “Agents” concealing their frauds in courts and I would not have to ask
had not all of these “Co Participants” not illegally blocked “internal FBCCP investigation and
discovery” since 10/1995, just like this BOCC says they have the right to investigate the Pat Bean
et al “Self pay dealing” in order to save the “alleged” “transparent integrity” of this BOCC!
Even after our actually your lawyers, courts and deputies confessed your torts, frauds,
Malicious Prosecution and other acts, your “Law Enforcers” continue their criminal acts for you.
The 09/2009- to date, actions of your judge Cook and the HCSO et al. confirms the
conspiracy to threaten me and stop exposure of the true facts at all costs.
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The fact that Commissioner White is now suing the County to pick up his “guilty”
judgement from his recent illegal acts shows just how this BOCC does not respect the “citizens”
who will get stuck paying the bills and insurance costs.
The “Summary Judgement” deal Crenshaw tried (09/2006) for you also would stick it to
the insurance company which would also stick it to the innocent Church members and tax payers
to pay the higher premiums for years to come! If she wanted justice why 4 years later are the
criminals she exposed still running the criminal enterprise?
Where is the “law enforcers” to investigate these criminal acts and allow Government
persons to still keep their jobs.
That’s right the Governor, AG and Florida Bar tell the state officials and the BOCC tells
the Sheriff and Judges how not to make them look bad so how do the citizens have a voice that
we do not want to get stuck with these bills for your improper “self dealing” judgements.
Where is our “Grand Jury” investigation of these frauds A.G. Bill McCollum?
That’s right Attorney General McCollum controls the “Grand Jury” and Bush is pushing
him for Governor. Surely Citizens don’t trust that no bias or prejudice is possible here.
This BOCC does not have this same perceived “right” to force the FBCCP to tolerate
“criminal” acts including “child endangerment and abduction” to or as to conceal extortion and
embezzlement and fraud since about 1995 by “administrators” illegally against our members.
The “citizens” need to appoint our own transparent independent “counsel” to:
• advise us of the “True” “Criminal” and “Civil” laws we know and use and
• inform us by transparency of all issues per the Sunshine Law and
• protect us from the violations of the law by BOCC and “law enforcers”
as it appears your new counsel is just privately advising the Commissioners personally how to
stay out of legal issues to negotiate a settlement with co-participants who did criminal deeds with
the BOCC verses the citizen victims! But you will retaliate against any lawyer or “whistle
blower” who tries to follow the law!
You must think wrong on at least these four points: (1) You are smart enough to keep a
lid on these facts because “Truth” God says always prevails and (2) I am a “dumb old country
boy” you can extort to silence and (3) the “citizens” or some of them can be fooled forever (4)
You think are above the law!
It appears per a long pattern that the Governors, HCSO, FDLE, Judicial Qualifications
Commission and Florida Bar or TPD will not file criminal charges for the unauthorized “self
dealing” or any other charges as this will expose their own negligent supervision of acts of
“lawyers” Bean, Lee, judges and “law enforcers” with this Board of County Commissioners who
writes or controls their “pay checks”.
I should repeat to you as I said to the “Church Sect” now proved the “Criminals” on
09/08/1999, “Show me the money trail” and “Stop the building Scheme frauds”! The walls you
are building between yourselves and the “tax payers” is the “Scam to Sham”!
This investigation by the FDLE is not only regarding “self dealing” by pay raises but a
series of “self dealing” to conceal liability and corruption in how these co-participants have paid
and rewarded others with the naïve citizens taxpayers funds.
Frankly, the recent comments Commissioners made “attacking” the “whistle blowers”
shows commissioners and “others” even up to the Governor have reasons that would require any
“whistle blower” to stay silent or be fired or in my kids case be “detained” by frauds.
“Chain Gang Charlie” abandoned the law to become a “Jeb Bush” coat-tail politician and
conceal his own “illegal” actions as admitted by the Attorney Generals and FDLE investigators to
me in 2007 and before and in 2010 again.
Now that the Republican Base has exposed and expelled Crist-- all that needs happen is
that those inside this County and State that concealed him also needs exposure to the acts John
Grant, Jim Norman, Pat Bean, Mark Ober and Renee Lee and “others” advised and concealed you
to ignore.
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An independent “citizens” review board and or “Grand Jury” with Subpoena Power must
be put in place that allows any and all government workers or “citizens” to express their facts
without fear of “retaliation” by the BOCC or Sheriff or FDLE or AG or Governor for exposing
facts that might disrupt the “closing” the files on the relationships of the BOCC, Bean and Lee.
The current “Statewide Grand Jury” per the directive of AG Bill McCollum appears to be
just a “hoax” just to draw out, suppress and contain “whistle blowers” who might expose
“election” issues. It has been months and they have not asked me questions directly but I believe
were part of who sent the HCSO Intelligence Detectives to say, “Stop sending letters to John
Grant” because this will expose the “gang”.
Convicted felons do not get “severance packages” or “government pensions” and it
appears the “settlement” track without criminal charges that this “Spill the Beans” Case is taking
is allowing a prejudicial “obstruction of justice” and a taxation of citizen victims of the “self
dealing” and robbery!
This pattern has been brewing more and more in Florida since the rise to power of Florida
Bar John Harkness, John Berry, and AG now Governor Charlie Crist.
Had these “self dealing” “Bean pay raising” acts been done by “citizens” in the public
sector of real life your “Law Enforcer Sheriff” or Circuit Court “judges” would not have a
conflict of interest to apply the law which thus exposes more of the violations of the citizens
during your watch who then have power to retaliate to a “whistle blower”!
In the case of the FBCCP you ignore their “self dealing pay raising scheme” yet as
BOCC now elect to hold this is a violation of your authority but refuse FBCCP members the
same right to investigate the co-participants now even after we have fired the pastors and have
written confessions of “self dealing” by your HCSO deputies et al.
The Sunshine Law if it was followed by the BOCC would reveal so much more!
We should not expect the Governor, Florida Bar, Florida Department of Law Enforcers,
TPD, or the Florida Attorney General to do the law or inform us of all the broken laws as the
cover up pattern is already very obvious and odious and outrageous!
These “officers” are appointed or elected with the support of those under Crist when he
rose to become a politician to serve the “Republican Base” and not a “equal and due process”
respecter of the law.
On or about April Fools Day 2010, I have already been told by “investigators” that there
are areas of the Pat Bean case they just are not going to pursue and had brought to the attention of
the Tampa FDLE Office by my 2004 Letters to Special Agent Cindy Sanz. This would now
mean the exposure of facts the FDLE knew were violations of the laws were concealed and
therefore shows a great potential for prejudice and bias by FDLE. FDLE is bias because of our
contacts regarding the Chapin/Popper Orlando Scandal that the Special Agent three times in the
meeting said “Lets go get them” as he put his hand on his gun but told by his superior to sit down.
That sends chills that the co-participants of criminal acts are keeping the appearance of
“clean hands” by their own admitted contamination of the “cleansing process” so to keep “tax
payers” in the dark of connected liabilities still ongoing.
Here is the Gee et al Hypocrisy Lesson 101Chapter 1. Sheriff David Gee recently offered the services of your HCSO to investigate for
Administrator Robert Bartolotta the allegations against Sarasota Police Chief Peter Abbott.
Citizens should ask Mr. Bartolotta that right away the new Sarasota Police Department
under Chief M. Halloway return the favor and “investigate” for “Citizens of Hillsborough
County and of the State of Florida” this entire “Spill the Beans” matter!
The allegation that Chief Abbott with his agents “bribed” a “detained person” $400.00
not to sue the department for a deputies abuse caught on video was proved true.
Chief Abbot resigned resulting from the allegations of “bad behavior” found true and the
result of the “peoples voice” that the government persons should obey the rules and laws to the
people they allege to serve and protect.
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Attempted “Bribery” that fails (see Crenshaw 2007 and HCSO 2010 threats) and results
in “extortion” and “obstruction” or “attempted murder” and “physical abuse” of me and my kids
and many issues of others accepting “Bribes” can be proved in this “Spill the Beans” et al case!
When the “Bribes” “and Threats” Bean offered and her “agents” offered were not
accepted, they resort to “Extortion” and “Obstruction” of and including “detainment on
knowingly created false charges” and the Timmerman Divorce Injunction of 2003 attempting to
after 4 years (to that point) of “detainment” “legalize” the “abduction” and “abuse” of my kids!
On October 2, 2007, your HCSO Sheriff Gee intentionally stated to me in front of
witnesses what he knew are several lies then at the Sickles High School Town Hall Meeting!
Your Sheriff Gee for your “Gang” said wrongly:
• the HCSO was not going to get involved in the FBCCP Church dispute
• the “statue of limitations had expired”
• Col. Gary Terry had been looking into my claims and found nothing wrong
• He promised the Detectives would however look further into the matter and let me
know. We still don’t get FBCCP records members demanded but HCSO et al threats.
Then HCSO D3 Commander Frost and “others” just did more fraud and on October 28,
2007, let Sgt. Clark come to the FBCCP and “trespass” (#07-650170) me for just sitting as a
member in the FBCCP Church “of my youth” because Pinellas County Deputy Jeffers et al said
so. Jeffers (Sect) et al and HCSO violated the FBCCP By-Laws and Civil Rights and votes of the
members by this “trespass” and showing of the frauds of David Gee et al.
Now when I sent an e-mail (each posted at www.Judgeoneforyourself.com) to John Grant
as the Former Registered Agent and Senator informing him of the frauds we have now learned on
his watch while he knowingly lied and denied wrongdoing it appears your HCSO did an illegal
search of my private information and learned my private address and came across county lines
again try to force me to “detain” and subdue or join your “gang” in criminal acts to “ask” me with
the full force of extortion and threat not to even write this letter or write Briefs to the Courts in
the hope that one day I will have the uninhibited right restored to me to even talk to my kids
without the fear of your “gang” arresting me or them! What I told Grant in 1999 is proved true!
Privately many of your HCSO and “other law enforcer” admit the “ongoing crimes” of
the Sheriff, deputies, BOCC et al since 1995 and before but your “gang” actions continue!
With the recent “on the record” actions by your Judge Cook in this case, even after your
“RICO GANG” knows the “attorney” Heather Gray that was to reveal these facts was disbarred
by the Florida Supreme Court (SC09-1121) for her “trained intentional” failures to advocate for
her many clients as this case and those from her “public defenders” jobs it is clear to the citizens
of the continuing corruption.
Let me continue to show you more proofs of the criminal acts you think citizens are too
stupid to connect as you allow anything to keep us from as a “Church Jury” or “Citizens jury”
knowing all the crimes concealed by HCSO and “others”!
This Case makes the Aisenberg Case v. HCSO and the Duke Lacrosse case seem like
“bully kids on a playground” but this is a real life nightmare of how you govern, know and
participate in criminal acts against a Church, kids and do it to families in our alleged Courts.
You cannot and intentionally will not let these two things happen:
(1)“Jeffers/Howlett/Smoak/Beck/Leatherman/Meister/Powell/Grant/Gibbs/Denny/Scrugg
s/Gray Et Al” or “others” be prosecuted as you would do a “John Couey or Bernie Madoff”
Criminal for the same “embezzlement, extortion and detainment” crimes done even to a Church
or its naïve members because Jeffers/Howlett/Smoak Et Al is still left in place to try to keep all
your criminal acts “contained” that was done by Jeffers, Nasworthy, Leatherman, Beck, Meister,
Powell, Brown and Howlett and Smoak to “detain” and “deprivate” a Church and “tax payers”.
(2) You have to assist Governor Charlie Crist, Bill McCollum, Alex Sink, The Florida
Bar’s John Harkness and John Berry and Now Former Governor Jeb Bush conceal their
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knowledge of criminal acts and how they used these criminal acts for leverage and power and
destruction of citizens rights per the findings of the American Bar Association in the 1992
McKay Commission Report!
You and Your “sect agents” have and still are rewarding the “sect” for continuing the
first crimes and “uttered false reports”.
When I just sent a few e-mails to your friend and our Former FBCCP Registered Agent
and Senator John Grant (posted at www.Judgeoneforyourself.com) and pointed out to him his
intentional lying and betrayals that still are allowing “CRIMINAL” acts—your HCSO Sheriff
sent two “Intelligence Deputies” March 2010 to:
• “ask” was their word as a “THREAT” for me to stop writing Mr. Grant and
• stated “let it go”!
• They said I should also not try to see my kids as the “Criminal Threat”!
• They then said I could be arrested for “harassment” if I wrote Mr. Grant again.
Sounds to many people like this is a threat, obstruction, and “impeding” my telling my Church
Members, Citizens and Federal and State “Law Enforcers” facts of “ongoing” criminal acts to
connect to your investigation of Pat Bean, Renee Lee and “others”! Commissioner Norman can
give you many details!
The now ex-wife “Karen Harrod Townsend” as a CPCS employee intentionally assisted in
the false criminal attacks against her husband using and abusing our innocent kids and the school
kids which assisted to divert attention from the FBCCP Administrators unlawful acts by the
“Sect” and intentionally took the “bribes” of you and your “agents” even by the admissions of
Judge Greg Holder and Judge James Arnold and willfully and knowingly assisted the “sect” and
“sect agents” criminal acts to “utter false reports” about me as a “whistle blower” to help your
crimes per these Hypocrisy Lessons.
Chapter 2--Aisenberg v. Hillsborough County Sheriff’s Office et al. 325 F. Supp.2d 1366
(M.D.Fla.2004) by Judge Merryday, “HCSO Gary Terry” deputies pattern since 1999 as a
distraction to the “criminal acts” of the “pastors sect concealed by your deputies” and “to conceal
acts of Crist, Bush, Ober, and the Florida Bar Leadership.
Your “gang” still threatens me with their continuing frauds and with arrest on false charges
and my kids to not even talk to me just to conceal Gary Terry’s friends as Jeffers et al!
Chapter 3--Attorney David Gibbs argued for Governor Jeb Bush and the Terry Schiavo family
that per their Religious Rights and that of the Church that the State did not have the right to “pull
the plug” on the family as Michael Schiavo wanted to do. Gibbs was probably the only attorney
in this State who could argue this position and still conceal the Popper/Chapin/Bush/Crist/ Florida
Bar/Jeffers et al acts of doing just the opposite threats to a family in a Church to my family just to
conceal the “sect et al”.
Chapter 4--Read the August 26, 1998 letter of HCSO Major Gary Terry written to Pinellas
County Sheriff Rice “prejudiced” on behalf of Captain Tim Jeffers showing the duty of “Law
enforcers” to not “detain or separate” a family but reunite and protect a family. Yet in this
FBCCP these same co-participants conspire and continue to repeat their actions since 10/1995
and destroy this “whistle blower” and the family relationships at all costs still communicated by
judge Cook and the HCSO “Intelligence” deputies in March 2010. HCSO Gary Terry as the head
of the Fraud Detectives and Internal Affairs Department was able to use his “bias” and
“prejudice” as his actions show he did in Aisenberg and not let any corruption or “detentions” by
is deputies or friends be given “due and equal process” and therefore let any and all criminal acts
by the “Sect” and “Sect Agents” not be litigated. Gary Terry and his co-participants are also able
to “bribe” others including proved “threats” to my kids to agree with him and his co-participants.
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Chapter 5--Read your positions in BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS v. SCRUGGS
545 So2d 910, 1989, that states several practices of the courts and thereby Charles Scruggs as an
alleged trained and skilled attorney and as your former Judge was to be working (June 2000-now)
for the clients as father as Townsend and the minor children and the exposure of the Church
frauds and had a knowledge and duty under the laws even in cases he prosecuted to protect the
“integrity of the court” and parental rights of Randall Townsend and protect the welfare of the
mental and emotional and physical well being and “MORALS and WELFARE” of the children
and now years of abuse is present and provable in court.
Our Former 13th Circuit Court judge and attorney Charles Scruggs III has been greatly
“Scolded” by you in the Scruggs Charges case but in this 06-6005 joined case greatly rewarded
by your system of his privileged “Indigent Legal Pay for hire Services” as his bribe to conceal the
“criminal enterprise” of his “law enforcers” and judges and co-participants with you.
Chapter 6--Now Disbarred (SC09-1121) Attorney Heather Gray is also still being “rewarded”
for her supporting actions of the Public Defenders Office and as attorney for Townsend Et Al as
the roles she intentionally played are ignored and as she still faces no criminal prosecution as her
created plea of “mental illness” is willfully by you and the Florida Supreme Court slipped under
the rug. See the pattern –a lot gets slipped under the rugs. Even now what the Commissioners
are doing with Bean, Lee and “others” is slipping things under the rugs hoping the “public”
forgets and never learns of all the “criminal acts”.
Chapter 7—K. Townsend v. R. Townsend (02-4974)—The transcripts, Orders, Injunctions and
February 16, 2007 Letter/Threat of Scruggs (see below) prove Scruggs Et Al is in intentional
conspiracy with Judge Timmerman Et Al even after 09/30/2003, EX PARTE, after Scruggs was
“fired” just to conspire against Scruggs own clients to conceal the BOCC et al frauds just as the
transcript and confessions of judge Gomez are revealed in his 2 recusals. The admissions by
judges Holder and Arnold in case 05-9605 admit the EX PARTE conspiracy. The admissions by
judge Cook in 06-6005 in 09/2009, continue judges Et Al conspiracy for your “Et Al Rico Gang”.
Chapter 8—The Orders of the 2DCA over these years show the connections made by and with
3rd parties of details not contained in the case records but had to be connected by EX PARTE
illegal acts of your co-conspirators as you reward them by your silence and paying their legal bills
per the directives of Pat Bean! What will the 2DCA do this time?
Chapter 9—The Scruggs confessions to judge Stoddard in February 2006 that he did not do
“Discovery” of the FBCCP records as the 11/12/2001, Demand Fax of his clients from Townsend
demanded to counter the “Scam Sham” of your co-participants of the HCSO et al. Scruggs
confessed he was “afraid” of your HCSO deputies. HCSO Howlett and Detective Smoak
knowing the frauds for the “sect and sect agents” for deception used the States Attorney’s Office
Victim Assistance Office to further the frauds of the acts in the court of judge Palomino on
11/15/2001 and to the FBCCP members just to keep Townsend from a youth outing with his
children in Hernando County and at other times. Even though on June 26, 2007, Judge Gomez
confessed the crimes in the Gray 10am Hearing and that afternoon @1330 HCSO Gary Terry and
HCSO Operations Corporal Renato Martinez, Jr. admitted they “apologized” for the criminal acts
of their department but all they have done since is still continue the criminal acts and letting their
Deputies Et Al use State Funds and Tax Payers Funds and Church/School Members Funds to
continue their crimes and threaten Townsend for pursuing “justice”!
Here is what each “Law Enforcer” and Scruggs has failed to do: tell clients the truth of the
law—who to sue, his personal convictions—that he was scared of the deputies and others—failed
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to not do ex parte with judges and defendants---resign properly---litigate all causes---conspired
with Gray—caused miss deadline by attorneys to file appeals or initial charges (civil / criminal).
Townsend has proved and your “HCSO law enforcers” have intentionally blocked Townsend
since 10/1995 and concealed that Tim Jeffers on October 28, 2007, admitted that the Financial
Audit done by the Firm of Janssen & Horgan he directed and assisted in presenting to the Church
Members in October 1999 was a conspired fraud just to make Townsend et al look like a
“dangerous with guns” “deranged with mental breakdown”, “liar”! Judge Crenshaw’s ordered
partial discovery in May 2006, proved I was right and the frauds of your co-conspirators!
CHAPTER 10 Judge Sierra abruptly resigns the bench when in Divorce case 02-4974 Townsend
advised Judge Sierra of her crimes and of her co-conspirators and that she should “Spill the
Beans” and arrest herself and issue warrants for others including you.
CHAPTER 11. Jeb Bush in his attempts to also change the Florida Constitution is a sign of his
fraudulent pattern specifically by changing the wording of funds and vouchers for private schools.
His proposed language clearly shows a Mens Rea attempt to know he and your “Rico Gang” have
funded “Criminal Acts” by the “Sect” with illegally gained Tax Payers Money. Jeb Bush has
known since the Townsend Town Hall Meeting he is “detaining” illegally using his duties of
public office. That is why in his ads he can try to say, “For the good of the People of Florida”
which is what he believes is for the good of the whole because “His People are in charge” but
individuals can be sacrificed or cast away along the way in their “Scam to Sham”.
CHAPTER 12 Registered FBCCP Agent and Current Senator John Grant was told by Dr. John
Berry and again by me September and October 1999 of the frauds inside the “Church Sect” of:
I.
embezzling money for self dealings by “the sect” and blocking discovery;
II.
uttering false reports, (Business records and Building Reports and By-Laws);
III.
that many members were not supportive of the deception the “sect” used with Elbert
Nasworthy, John Grant and family friend Attorney Cary Gaylord and Pat Bean and
Jim Norman to present a “uttered false report scenario” to obtain more Eminent
Domain money for a plan the “sect” deceived the membership in the building
program;
IV.
that without Church vote or permission but by “FRAUD” the “sect” bought the
property to keep Beck in power and letting them “embezzle” more money all these
years;
V.
that Beck wanted the property with the Colonial Style Earle Home “so he could have
more bathrooms for his daughters and live in the country like his brother Donnie”;
VI.
Beck had no “sharing and caring” vision for the property as he knew in 1997, the
“permits” would not be allowed for the over ten reasons that Zoning Master
Margaret Tussing repeatedly said which supported 1997 Townsends proofs when
Townsend said “DO NOT BUY THE PROPERTY WITHOUT THE PERMITS
FIRST”! HCSO Et Al deputies by “detaining” Townsend from his Church duties
caused wastes of State and County and Tax Paying Church members funds during
these years of litigation because “NO FRAUDS WILL BE BLESSED PER THE
TEACHINGS OF THE FBCCP BY-LAWS”! Bean, BOCC and Zoning even
ignored these unapproved “School Uses” as Beck states:
“APRIL 25, 2006, A LETTER FROM OUR PASTOR…
Dear Parents,
I want to thank all of you who have been praying for the property issues we have been going
through as a ministry. On March 28, 2006, Judge Barton issued an order denying our request
for a Special Use Permit for our new property. Although we were disappointed in his
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decision we are comforted that God is in control. Our church family will be meeting to
discuss the options that we have. The options we see at this point are as follows:
1. We could appeal the decision, but this would be difficult and costly.
2. We could re-apply for a Special Use Permit.
3. We could continue to operate on both campuses holding our classes on this campus
and developing our school sports programs and other church ministries on the new
property.
We appreciate you prayer for wisdom as our church family considers these options.
Whichever path we take, I want you to know as a school family that we are committed to
continuing our school ministry, “Teaching Every Subject in the Light of God’s Word.” We
are very excited about what God has for us in the upcoming school year here at CPCS.
Sharing & Caring --Pastor Beck”
VII.

These events is what got Elbert Nasworthy “FIRED” but the others were still not
answering the FBBCP Members questions of 10/95 till then on Nasworthy’s
transactions per the requirements of “Transparency” of the By-Laws. This leads to
the members 1997 meeting calling the “sect” “Roosters Guarding the Hen House”!
VIII. The same Eminent Domain process was used by Nasworthy Et Al then at the West
Hillsborough Baptist Church and is also worth an investigation.
Records finally produced by the Order of Judge Crenshaw in 2006, but “Demanded” 09/08/1999,
Show proofs of the “Malicious Motives”, embezzlement, frauds and that Grant had received
“Bribe” money showing he knew the “Scam to Sham” in 10/1999 even from the confessions of
the “Sect” members themselves! The FBCCP Meeting reports show Grants frauds.
Further, these documents show why it was necessary for Grant with the “Sect” to
continue their frauds to the FBCCP Members and Tax Payers as you continue to assist these
Criminal Acts. The FBCCP Members have never per the BY-LAWS given up their Rights which
are being still “detained” illegally since about 1995! See Grants frauds in his E-Mail threats!
Now I will detail each point!
I.
Embezzlement.—Without full review we do not know how much has been stolen.
Frankly since Howlett(Trustee) and Karen Jeffers(CPCS principal) and Mike Smoak
(CPCS School Board) appointments to their positions illegally bypassed the Nominations
Committee Supreme Court type review process then all transactions could be tainted.
C.P.A.’S, P.A.(JANSSEN) per the letter dated October 27, 1999, with no attachments or
follow up reports as inferred would be prepared as “We have discussed several ideas with the
finance committee, administrative pastor, and financial secretary. In the near future, a written
management letter will be provided that will outline those and other suggested improvements.”
are an incomplete attempt at fraud by the Pastors Schism to omit truthful disclosure to Townsend
and the General Voting Member and that the “finding” of this JANSSEN was brought about to
console and connive the General Voting Member that the allegations of Townsend were fraud at
that time. Townsend alleges that this AUDIT was not conclusive to all issues raised by this
Plaintiffs and does not reveal all frauds.
In 2006 upon the production of the Order of Judge Crenshaw, C.P.A. Mr. Horgan
confirmed “his investigation of the records was so bad he took his kids out of the school and split
the firm with Janssen because of the illegal acts.”
Plaintiff Randall Townsend alleges that each FINANCE COMMITTEE REPORT
from 1995 through those presently produced on June 12, 2006, and 10/28/2007 (trespass date) are
in violation to Florida Statue §617.1601 Corporate Records keeping guidelines and other
sections and violation of the FBCCP BY-LAWS ARTICLE III. D. (10). (j-l), and that Florida
Statue §617.1602, Inspections of records by members, rights have been violated against
this member and against the General Voting Member through fraud and deceptions by the
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intentional, willing, reckless and negligent actions with malice and for personal gain by
the Pastors Schism I & II, and by Attorney’s Grant, Gibbs, Gardner, Denny, Rolfes,
Scruggs and Gray acting with Judges Palomino, Timmerman, Gomez, Sierra, Menendez,
Holder, Stoddard, Arnold, Cook and Judges of the 2 DCA with Judge Crenshaw even on
returning from her recess to collect her thoughts from the recap of facts stating
MARCH 1, 2006:
PAGE 30, Line 3,
“THE COURT: Mr. Townsend, I am going to take a moment and see if I can put this
case into perspective that it must be put in.
Without question you have obviously been hurt by the breakup of your family, by you
inability to see your kids on what you’re telling me some significant period of time, by the now
separation from what ever employment you had, by what you believe has been a betrayal of your
trust by your former attorney, Mr. Scruggs.
Notwithstanding those things, not withstanding your statements to me on a number of
prior occasions as to what you believe the church members, the deacons and the pastor, have
misrepresented at various proceedings throughout their appearances in this court system, I am
constrained by the requirements of the law; meaning, I can only address legal issues and rule in
accordance with the dictates of the law. That is my responsibility….
PAGE 31, Line 6,
“It is clear from what you’re saying you’ve got a number of other cases. Perhaps parts of
your family law case are still ongoing. You cannot continue to bring those things into this case in
a improper format. If they are related, and in life everything is related at some point, but unless
those matters are related in a legal sense, I can’t permit you to continue to present them in the
fashion that you’re presenting them.
So why did I go through that exercise. At the outset, at least once if not twice, I
interrupted you to try to get you to focus on the legal motions. Superimposed on everything that
this Court does is fundamental due process, the rule of law. The Court must rule on legal
motions: for example, the most straightforward was the motion for contempt. Under no scenario
can I say you either laid out, presented or stated a basis for finding any kind of contempt….”
Plaintiff Townsend states that Judge Crenshaw was with and by her own words revealing
her own prejudice and bias and incriminating herself in fraud by intentionally still limiting the
presentation of the “fundamental due process, the rule of law” of Plaintiff and protecting any and
all attorneys, judges and “others” from being proved doing “intrinsic” or “extrinsic” or “fraud on
the court” even attorney former Judge/Colleague Scruggs and thereby also Denny, Grant, Gibbs
(with attorney Client duties to Townsend as a General Member per the By-laws) and others and
on or after the Arguments of September 7, 2006, through her RECUSAL ORDER of September
22, 2006, finally reading all of the Written evidence presented to the COURTS by
Respondent/Plaintiff Townsend even going back to the evidence put in the 02-03812 case files
back in the ORIGINAL CASE FILED ON APRIL 25, 2002, and from the Case files of these
underlying matters of Case file 01-15813 and 01-15814, back to Judge Palomino and used
fraudulently by Attorney Scruggs who by law had the same Contractual duties as: (1) Attorney
Client and (2) as Judge/Attorney to follow all the law that did also include Denny, Rolfes, Gibbs,
Grant, Gardner, and all Judges Palomino, Arnold, Timmerman, Gomez, Menendez, Sierra,
Holder, Stoddard and the 2 DCA and that Judge Crenshaw had to knowingly now include herself,
other Judges and Attorneys and each Defendant as stated now herein this Federal Case and as she
attempted to violate the law and refuse to expose the full list of co-participants and said, on:
“PAGE 36, Line 12, Okay. But that’s former Judge Scruggs. The defendant in
this case is Ronald Beck and the church.” It was never the church but the “sect” members doing
frauds to the members as these co-defendants “agents” show they do! As sufficient facts to obtain
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Sanctions against Attorney Denny, Rolfes and the Firm of Dickinson & Gibbons were “laid out,
presented or stated a bases for any kind of contempt” conspiring with Scruggs Et al by stating:
“PAGE 8, Line 22, Mr. Townsend: Yes, Your Honor, my position on that point alone
would be that prior to the hearing before Judge Arnold on January the 21st , 2003, I instructed Mr.
Denny to shepardize his cases, that he was about to present fraudulent cases to the Court of Judge
Arnold. He refused to do so. Those actual cases, Your Honor, are exactly what this Court used in
understanding the ruling of KOND, and which was later quashed the subcase under KOND being
DOE v. EVANS.
In 2002, March 14th, those cases that they relied on called DOE v. Malicki.
PAGE 19, Line 22, …Your Honor, I also –the last time we were before the Court
mentioned that Mr. Denny was in a conflict of interest representing Mr. Beck individually and
also then representing the church, you see, because I think those are two distinct issues when we
go back and look at other cases like Fritovich (phonetic) which is 598 So.2d. 265, and other
cases…”
PAGE 28, Line 12,…I’ve protected every one of my statues of limitations. I’ve
protected every one of my rights and show where Mr. Denny has only been covering for his
client’s lies all the way back to the first piece of paper he produced where it showed a case DOE.
V. EVANS, Your Honor, when he used 25 Florida Law Weekly cases, when week 27, was
already published. He already knew DOE v. EVANS was overturned by the Florida State
Supreme Court in their later ruling. He already knew Malicki v. Doe was overturned. He
already had that knowledge. I gave him that knowledge, Your Honor, and also in documents I
presented to the Court showing the new cite numbers, the 814 on March 22, I believe, 2002, was
the actual dates of those, Your Honor, where he’s still going and using cases that were a year old
intentionally to convince the Court that they had no standing against the church because we might
get into Ecclesiastical matters… It has only been a fraud and a continual practice by the attorneys
to fraud the truth…”
In September 2006, after still these “years” since about 10/1995, of your “detaining” and
“abducting” my family and Church and Members your Judge Crenshaw tried to “bribe” me by a
“Summary Judgement” to sell out the “still detained in 2010 voice of the people”! I refused her
bribe from the gang and still try to get justice from the corruption of the court system in Florida!
The “transcripts” and rewritten Malicious Prosecution Count shows who she is trying to conceal.
I refused her “Summary judgement” because I will not sell out “justice” and did not agree
to be rewarded or extorted for being silent about the illegal acts of your Sheriff, deputies, judges,
lawyers, “the sect” and yourselves do to conceal what you still do to deprivate and extort my kids
and fellow naïve Church Members and “others”.
The “visit” of harassment by your HCSO Criminal Intelligence Detectives in March
2010, after all the “Truth” my facts have exposed shows more of your “criminal enterprise”.
Former Senator and FBCCP Church Registered Agent John Grants e-mails written as “Threats”
were acted on with your “Gang like” permission Mr. Gee and Mr. Ober Et Al!
Your own recent and past actions show you and Mark Ober/Crist/Sheriff Gee et al still
conspire and have done even the same but even worse “abuse” as you know the “TRUTH’ and
right from wrongs as you have been served notice in the past. You allow your Sheriff et al to
“abuse” and “Detain” to conceal things you know are corrupt conspired events!
The same actions your Sheriff Gee’ report disapproved of by Chief Abbott is as a pattern
of your co-participants of you and Sheriff Gee in your now proved “criminal endeavors” should
you let the “peoples voice” speak in a jury trial or of the “detained illegally by uttered false
reports” and intentionally bribed and extorted FBCCP Church “jury” as our Constitutional Right
and By-Laws Contract Right to redress the “deputies” as government intruders of the law.
In Sheriff Gee’s county he should arrest you and not conceal that you have many reasons
to condone the HCSO’S Ongoing threats he himself directs!
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In Sheriff Coat’s county he should arrest you and not conceal that you know the “uttered
false reports” of Jeffers with C.P.A. Janssen of St. Pete was done and began in Pinellas County
that then crosses many County and State lines.
Sheriff Grady Judd’s Polk County should arrest you and not conceal that you know
the “uttered false reports” extend to the “uttered false reports” done to and with the 2DCA.
Even by the recent 2010 words of the FDLE and Attorney General’s Office as repeating
the same “uttered false reports” since they were first informed by Crist or me to the Tampa
Officers the goal to continue the “criminal endeavors” are obvious of the “voice of the people”.
On June 24, 2003 your “sect deputies” and “sect agents” own lawyer puppet Charles
Denny IV uttered your actions as “frankly a little bizarre” and now we know and can prove even
much more of your “Odious and Outrageous” “John Couey and Bernie Madoff “SCAM TO
SHAM” and “abduct” Children and Church Citizens and Tax Payers and Voters!
Posted on my web site www.Judgeoneforyourself.com is sufficient transcripts, letters,
actions and confessions that prove: theft; fraud; embezzlement; extortion; bribery; theft;
obstruction of justice; obstruction of Civil Rights; voter deception and fraud; “Sunshine Law”
violations; and most disturbing child endangerment and intentional “threatening and abducting
kids” just to conceal your criminal endeavors and conspiracy to conceal criminal acts!
SO AGAIN--How many Baby Aisenberg and or Duke Lacrosse Type cases have you all
been able to “fix” with collusion with the participants this cases exposes?
Defendants conspirators ignored the “abduction” letters even written by the
Townsend Children the night they were kidnapped: “October 20, 1999”
“Dad,
Please don’t be mad at us! I don’t know what other option I/we have. It’s not fair
just not 2 C mome either! N- ways we’ll C U soon + we’ll give U a call later! OK?
Take Care of Peaches, Whisper (family cats) + Shaddow (family dog). Jason needs
U 2 set up his bunk-bed in his room, If not we’ll get it later + set up the dinette set in
the kitchen too!
Drawn Heart- U ~ C-U Soon
Drawn Heart- Jen”
and the October 20, 2001, letter of the son, J.D.T trying to regain a father/son relationship by
writing to this Dad only 2 weeks later for your deputies to serve a “Restraining Order” (Case 0115813 & 01-15814) on this father telling him he cannot contact his adult Son at Word of Life
Bible College in Hudson just so deputies can “defame the public view” and make Townsend look
like a “dangerous” “with guns” criminal child “abuser and molester” so your deputies “Criminal
Scheme” with exposed lying “pastors et al” and others of the “PLOTS” is continued!
On Multiple occasions I wrote to and met with many Hillsborough County Sheriff Deputies
working for me at Citrus Park Mall Security and on April 3, 2002, filed a HCSO Incident Report
Case No: 02-031385 showing and proving “Contempt of Court” by Ronald Beck to Judge
Palomino and reported this filing of said report and obtained services and paid fees to Attorney
Scruggs to address this matter with Judge Palomino not knowing at the time that Attorney
Scruggs and Judge Palomino were acting to conceal frauds and omissions of truthful disclosure
and violation of Law as now shown continuing herein this Complaint.
On April 25, 2002, Plaintiff Townsend “AS RESPONDANT” to ongoing threats filed:
• a “CIVIL ACTION FOR DAMAGES COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY
TRIAL”,
• And FOR production of FBCCP Corporate Records and they are still not provided to
this “MEMBER” now /Plaintiff Townsend per his Offices and Duty sought and still
seeks to fully expose fraud and criminal acts.
Attorney Denny on June 24, 2003, in the Courtroom of Judge Crenshaw stated:
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“…My clients are the pastors, officers, and trustees of the First Baptist Church of
Citrus Park. In fact my clients are also the entire membership at large at First
Baptist Church of Citrus Park by Mr. Townsend’s Complaint filed April 2002.
Some of the allegations are quite frankly a little bizarre, and it’s the kind of thing
that they would like to have resolved.”
Members still cannot “resolve” this per our By-Laws because of criminals concealing
violations by the law firms of Gibbs, Grant, Dickinson & Gibbons, Scruggs, Gray and “others”!
Attorney Denny using cases that Scruggs, Denny and judge Crenshaw Et Al knew had
been overturned by the Florida Supreme Court alleged the Courts had no jurisdiction to assist
Plaintiff Townsend in his allegations of Civil and Criminal and Contractual Charges Violations
due to the “entanglement doctrine.”
THE LAW IS CLEAR AS THEY DID HAVE A DUTY TO NOT IMPEDE THE BYLAWS OR IMPEDE A PERSON TRYING TO INFORM FEDERAL INVESTIGATORS
ABOUT FEDERAL CRIMES SUCH AS TAX EVASION AND CHILD ENDANGERMENT
AND ABDUCTION! Our Constitution(s) and FBCCP By-laws makes this very clear!
Denny further stated:
“He’s (Townsend) is asking the Court to step into a religious dispute and basically find
that—that the church is not organized properly and managing itself properly and not
dealing properly with Mr. Townsend.”
Only by a vote of the membership after I was allowed to speak openly to them could I be “fired”
from my duty to the By-Laws as they the Membership in 1993, “Elected” me to do and not be
victimized by the “Sect” and “Sect Agents” who still “impede” the members and by-laws!
As stated on June 24, 2003, on page 5 of the transcript of said hearing. Attorney Denny then in
continuing of the “not dealing properly with Mr. Townsend” ignores F.S. 617 and the BY-LAWS
of the FBCCP and in the FIRST AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE STATED:
“FIRST DEFENSE The temporary injunction proceeding against Plaintiff was initiated
with probable cause and was fully justified, as Plaintiff was harassing and stalking
members of the First Baptist Church of Citrus Park. The judge in the temporary
injunction proceeding made no findings whatsoever that the proceeding was initiated
without probable cause. When the judge informed Defendant that Defendant would have
to re-file the injunction proceeding in criminal court, Defendant decided not to subject
Plaintiff to criminal prosecution.”
Further, Attorney Denny promoted the FIRST DEFENSE frauds of the alleged
Clergy and alleged Trustees masked as also Sheriff Deputies to fraud the court that in the
11/3/2003, REQUEST FOR ADMISSIONS, Defendant Denny stated now proved frauds that:
(A) “…2. …that Plaintiff posed a threat of unstable conduct and violence toward
members of First Baptist Church of Citrus Park.” And “(4) That the temporary injunction
proceeding described in the Complaint was not instituted and prosecuted with malice, but was
rather a good faith attempt by Defendant to prevent Plaintiff from posing a further threat of
unstable conduct and violence toward members of First Baptist Church of Citrus Park.”
So if the Deputies or Courts are not going to step in and interfere in the Church process
then how is the double standard of every time I tried to get truthful information it is blocked by
Jeffers Deputies or every time I went into the church after 09/08/1999, I am threatened with false
arrest! Or why if when I through the courts over 100 times demand records as the membership
demanded I do since 1995 to these deputies are we refused by HCSO judges et al!
NAME EVEN ONE ACT TOWNSEND HAS DONE THAT WAS “INAPPROPRIATE” TO
ANY REASONABLE PERSON IN A JURY OR EVEN THE CHURCH MEMBERS WHO
CAN NOW KNOW TOWNSEND WAS 100% PROVED RIGHT ABOUT THE
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POPPER/CHAPIN/BUSH/CRIST/BEAN/OBER/GRANT/NASWORTHY/BECK/JEFFERS ET
AL CRIMINAL ACTS AND “SECT” AND “SECT AGENTS” THAT TIME HAS PROVED
ARE PART OF THEIR “CRIMINAL ENTERPRISE”!
F.S.§38.02, “If the judge finds that the suggestion is true, he shall forwith enter an order
reciting the grounds of his disqualification and declaring himself disqualified in the cause”.
PER U.S. v. Leisure, C.A.8 (MO.) 1988, 844 F.2d 1347, stating,
“It is only necessary for defendant to have believed that witness might give
information to federal officials, and to have prevented that communication, to violate
statue governing obstruction of criminal investigations.” With the 1995 FBCCP Records
Townsend and Members have demanded to inspect on the “tax evasion” scheme announced
10/1995 by Administrative Pastor Elbert Nasworthy your deputies with your co participants have
obstructed and assisted in criminal acts!
Townsend has met his duty to warn the Hillsborough County Sheriffs Department
Deputies of D-#3 District Office to multiple Sergeants and Detectives since September
1999, and before to Howlett and Smoak, and to FDLE, the State Attorney, the Attorney Generals
Office, Courts and other agencies at multiple other times and these Agencies continue(d) the
Negligent hiring and retention and supervision of these Deputies, Howlett, Jeffers, Smoak, Corbin
and others as stated herein acting to violate the rights of this Plaintiff and prevent this plaintiff
from seeing his children now partly since October 20, 1999, and permanently now since
November 8, 2002, by their actions to “give benefit to clergy” and prevented Plaintiff Townsend
from his civil rights of religion, speech and as a father. Each Agency is Vicariously Liable to this
Plaintiff for the “Risk” they allows these agents to perform by acts of deceptions and frauds. Per
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND REHAB. SERV. V. YAMUNI 529 So2d 258 (Fla. 1988)
each agency is responsible and “liable for negligence in the investigation and protection of an
abused child from further child abuse.” Plaintiff Townsend alleges “the statutory duty of care to
protect a child from further abuse once it has been notified that abuse has occurred, Sovereign
Immunity is waived for a negligent breach of that duty.” And that all agencies, law enforcement,
courts and judges and attorneys have the duty of care to protect a child. The Principles of the
TORT CLAIMS ACT not allegedly applying to Agencies for Operational Decisions then is in
Violation of U.S. Code 1863 and coercion when all agents in collusion refuse to act.
Further per Florida Statue 39.205, Failure to report or act on violations of law is a
violation and breach of duty and per the August 2004, exchange in the hearing between Attorney
Stanford Solomon and Judge Gomez as to the responsibilities of attorneys and judges, “once your
in your in” and Judge Gomez agreed that the attorneys and courts had a duty to report and
represent the full issues of the cases as shown herein wherein therefore Judge Gomez did recuse
himself, however having already ruled in these matters and concealed these matters did
incriminate himself by the Ex Parte actions with Attorney Scruggs as stated in the Transcripts in
the court of Judge Gomez and thereby continuing the veil of deceptions continues the frauds as
other courts (Hillsborough Circuit Civil) judges (Sierra, Timmerman, Crenshaw, Palomino,
Holder, Stoddard, Arnold, Menendez Jr.) and Appeals Court Second District Judges Villanti,
Wallace and Larose per the ORDER of the Second District Court in Appeals Case TOWNSEND
v. Scruggs et al. 2D06-2811 to continue to do concealment of torts and frauds and knowingly and
recklessly allowing “Benefit of Clergy” and actions of the employee Karen Harrod Townsend and
deputies Howlett, Jeffers, CPCS School Board Smoak and others under the direct and indirect
responsibility of attorneys Grant, Gibbs, Denny, Scruggs and Gray to still prevent the rights and
continue the damages of plaintiffs as stated herein by the induced fraudulent “INJUNCTIONS”
and omissions of truthful disclosure carried forth by attorneys Denny, Scruggs, Gray, Turmel,
Rolfes and the Judges so stated of the Thirteenth Circuit Court Timmerman, Gomez, Sierra,
Holder, Stoddard, Crenshaw even after Plaintiff Townsend has from October 2003, to present
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filed over FIFTY MOTIONS, PETITIONS and COMPLAINTS showing these Injunctions and
Court orders were gained by frauds of Alleged Clergy Beck and frauds of Howlett, the former
wife Karen Harrod Townsend and the intentional extrinsic fraud of Attorney Scruggs, Gray, and
Denny and others and further to continue to allow the weekly frauds and embezzlement and
extortion of rights of these Plaintiffs as members of the Corporation being intentionally
misinformed of breach of duties and frauds of the alleged pastors and alleged trustees allegedly
honorably serving the interests of the voting members but for the lack of intervention of these
courts the injustice and frauds continue in violation of Florida Statues 617.
The Hillsborough County Charter under which you the BOCC or Sheriff allege to serve
to protect the citizens of this county does not let you violate the State or Federal Constitutions or
the FBCCP By-Laws!
Your paid indigent rights lawyer former 13th Circuit Judge Charles SCRUGGS, III,
Wrote this LETTER February 16, 2007, to former client Randall Townsend for your codefendants all who still conspire, damage and even in March 2010 send HCSO Intelligence
Deputies to “visit” reenacting the threatening, abusive letter as received said:
“You poor crazy sick individual! I received your 40 page “Motion” and as usual, I can’t
make anything out of it any better than the Judges, lawyers, public officials, pastors and
church members that you’ve included in your Rambling Rubbish. I suggest that you get
down on your knees and pray to our Heavenly Father that he take the heavy burden off
your sholders and give you His peace. The plethora of goo which you spout has
seperated you from reality. As the young People would tell you “Get a life!” This
litigation is consuming you (not to mention the forrest of trees you are destroying in your
consumption of (coffee-strike) copy paper. Don’t you have anything meaningful going
on in your life? It used to be God but in weeding through your written gibberish you
write in you “legal” papers, it would appear you’ve lost sight of the “cross of Christ.”
“Let not your heart be troubled” Unless you’ve already gone over the edge, I fear that
you are teetering on the brink of insanity. The whole world is against you…right? Do
you honestly believe that any of these people (that you’ve sued) gives a tinkers damn
about you? Well I do, because (whether you know it or not, you are a brother in Christ
and a Child of God and you matter. May our Lord Clear your mind of the abundance of
Cobwebs therein and give you peace.”
Per Board of County Commissioners v. Charles H. Scruggs, III 545 So2d 910, 1989,
stating:
“In the Interest of D.B., 385 So2d 83, (Fla. 1980 Fla. SCt 3450, the supreme court held
that “counsel is necessarily required under the due process clause of the United States and
Florida Constitutions, in proceedings involving the permanent termination of parental
rights to a child, or when the proceedings, because of their nature, may lead to criminal
child abuse charges.” Id. At 90….Although the right to counsel in criminal cases
emanates from the sixth amendment, and in civil dependency and termination of parental
rights proceedings, from due process considerations, counsel is required in each case
because fundamental constitutional interests are at stake. See the Interest of D.B., 385
So2d at 90 (preserving the family unit and raising one’s children are important and
fundamental constitutionally protected interests); Makemson, 491 So2d at 1113 (sixth
amendment’s guarantee of effective assistance of counsel is fundamental and important).
Does the Supreme Court Standard seem to be even close to the standard of care Scruggs
was mentally even ready (as he was obligated) to render to a child being told by their Christian
School Principals, Pastors, Sheriff Deputies, and “others” that “they can’t see their mome either”
as my little J.G.T and J.D.T wrote the night they were abducted and that they were separated from
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their Father since 10/20/1999 because of extortion and embezzlement and elections frauds by the
politicians who pay him my and yours citizens tax dollars! He was not “scared” of deputies but
cuddle them as his paycheck!
Even Judge Palomino warned Deputies and Defendants in front of Scruggs not to block
this Father “not seeing his children” but Scruggs had frauds to do to his clients. Also with the
proofs of his deprivations and of frauds of “my personal convictions do not allow me to make a
church look bad” and “ I never intended to bring the church matters into the divorce case”!
This extreme tort and threats by an attorney to a client and the BOCC and Florida Bar
and Governor and AG still conceal his privileged “Royal” Court house status because Scruggs
conceals your Aisenberg Abduction Scheme of Deputy Jeffers et al as extortion to conceal frauds
to Church Members and Tax Payers.
Beck, Karen Harrod, Meister, Leatherman, Jeffers, Smith, Howlett and others against this
Plaintiff Father as Judge Palomino recognized and admitted in open trial on November 15, 2001,
in Case NO: 01-15814, Karen Townsend v. Randall Townsend, Domestic Violence Division,
addressing Attorney Charles Scruggs, III, Curtis Baughman, Karen Townsend and Randall
Townsend stating:
“…I have a feeling that from what I’ve heard here today and just from what I’ve seen and
observed that Mr. Townsend is probably going to testify that you don’t allow him to see
his children, and this is the only opportunity that he has to see his children….”
as these and other Defendants, by under oath confession, stated acts of fraud, extortion,
battery and omissions of truthful disclosure in the trials of Ron Beck v. Randy Townsend
Case NO 01-15813, and Karen Townsend v. Randy Townsend, Case NO 01-15814,
against Plaintiff Townsend as a Respondent and these defendants all who still conspire.
In Case Townsend v. Townsend 05-9605, even after the estranged and demented wife
revealed in her new affidavit on December 12, 2005, she never claimed the acts that were used by
Scruggs, Denny, Gray, Turmel, “others” and Judge Timmerman to cause the Injunctions is the
first place alleging even back to 1999, as Karen Harrod Townsend in total contrast to her actions
then but now states under oath:
“I did not assert physical harm, (as the copy of the hearing he presented to the
court as an attachment shows.) I made no further claims, but filed for divorce and moved
to Pensacola at the end of the school year….
…The divorce stipulates a mutual restraining order to prevent harassment, which
the deposition proceedings may allow without an attorney or mediator should be present.
I cannot afford to hire an attorney. Additionally, now that the plaintiff no longer pays
alimony since his job was recently terminated, I need to work more hours to compensate
and have little time to negotiate the legal system on my own. Not only am I not
financially able, but also cannot risk loosing my job by repeatedly taking off from work
to deal with extenuated legal issues with the plaintiff.
4.Unwarranted case. It is a means to reopen issues that have already been
decided in other courts, as I have asserted in my early request….The questions that have
been proposed for deposition are without basis, as no one to my knowledge has alleged
physical abuse, only stalking in the 2001 case #01-15814, Division G, to which he
refers.”
FBCCP Members did no crimes for which to be detained but your HCSO Deputies did
since about 10/1995 and still do while your hands get dirtier with your co-participants criminal
endeavors to conceal the violations by Deputies et al. when Dr. Berry and I called them to
“internally” investigate with us a “crime” of “self dealing” by the “sect” announced 10/95 in a
FBCCP Business Meeting just as you now charge Pat Bean and Renee Lee for doing as giving
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themselves a “raise” without approval of your County Commissioners Vote. You show also your
plot to attack the “Whistleblower” and ignore the crimes the “Whistle Blower” exposes on you!
A. Administrative Pastor Elbert Nasworthy Even gave Plaintiff Townsend on January 12, 1996,
via a fax a cover letter stating:
“On the pages to follow is the information that needs to be reported to the church on Sunday
night in the Business Meeting. The Pastor and I have reviewed this information and
discussed it at length and believe that what you need to do is read this report as is written.
You need to communicate the report verbatim, do not vary from this report as it is written.
Read the report and then we can deal with any questions which should come from the floor of
the meeting. Please call me as soon as you have read the report.
In Christ, Elbert Nasworthy”
The letter to read to the General Voting Members and the LRPC Committee Members as
report known as “Report of the Long Range Planning Committee First Baptist Church of
Citrus Park January 14, 1996” in this nine(9) point report states courses of past, present and
future actions for which Townsend shortly thereafter alleged was illusive, evasive and
misrepresentations of what roles persons would play in the collection, presentation, and
implementation of the COGAN Plan.
The BOCC Meeting video should show Chairman Jim Norman and Administrator Pat
Bean discussing how to keep “Whistle Blower” Townsend from speaking in a 2007 BOCC
meeting just as your HCSO Agents stand in Church, Public Streets or Court Houses to keep me
from “investigating and informing” Citizens.
Now that we know these facts what are you going to try next?
The Florida Supreme Court has disbarred your rewarded and trained Public Defender Protector
for you and Attorney for Townsend et al, Attorney Heather Gray. (SC09-1121)
The Board of County Commissioners v. Charles H. Scruggs, III 545 So2d 910. shows
your knowledge and connections to this case of deficient services as confirmed by the SCT.
Repeating the Tort allegations of Gray et al.
HCSO knew as they watched “Jeffers et al” hiding F.S.§775.03 Benefit to Clergy as your
co-participants watched and assisted through Beck et al years of deprivations of unlawful
fraudulently conspired taking of:
(1) 10/1995 till now “FBCCP/CPCS” “Designated Donations and Tuition’s” to be used
for the Memberships “Quest” and not for “self dealing” extortionists;
(2) “Sect” conspiracy with “Sect Agents” to make the “sect” look “righteous and clean”
in the “taking” of Eminent Domain Money by frauds in 1997.
(3) “Sect” buying the 18005 Property by fraud to the members in opposition of their
actions just so to keep Beck in power (“So he could have more bathrooms for his
daughters and live in the country like his brother Donnie”) to conceal the “sect”
crimes already done;
HCSO stated they knew Sgt. Howlett was a “Barney Fife”. HCSO stated they blame Detective
Mike Smoak in June 26, 2007, but still nothing is done to right the wrongs.
You now have voted to “save face” and try to quietly “broker” a deal with Pat Bean,
Renee Lee and “others” to conceal your unclean hands.
All these evidences of “criminal endeavors” and Sheriff David Gee has not done one
arrest. Instead to harass me he knowingly sent with “others” his HCSO Criminal Intelligence
Detectives in March 2010, to “ask” me to stop trying to see my kids, reveal the truth and
definitely stop contacting FBCCP Former Agent and Former Senator John Grant with e-mails.
How much hypocritical proof do you need for me to show how you are?
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Keep watching www.Judgeoneforyourself.com and you will learn! There is already enough years
ago to demand your resignations and criminal prosecution but you serve the Sheriff who serves
you and your co-participants more than he does the Department or the Tax Payers!
I will continue to seek legal due process to those who harm all my kids and fellow
citizens!
Thank you,
Randall Townsend, Pro Se
Per F.S. 617 as Representative Guardian of the Not For Profit Corporation First Baptist Church of
Citrus Park elected Nominations Committee member as the Supreme Court of Same for Ethics in
operation of the By-Laws. And as a Citizen of Florida and as a Parent protesting Undue Process!
FOOTNOTE #1—Criminal Acts done as Negligent and Torts to naïve innocent Children are:
• Faulty Transportation provided on Bus and Vans that could not be fixed because of
the “self dealing” to the “sect” of “designated” funds.
• False Security—Failure to build new traffic patterns and fences to keep kids safe.
• Contaminated Water Supply as well used to supply drinking water was located in
unsafe location to the old gas station tanks condemned at the custodian building.
• Teachers told to falsify reports, grades, attendance records and financial statements.
• Administrators falsified Financial Statements, State Records, Student Grant Money
Records which still dominates these kids daily lives, decisions of self will and their
future fears of threats for innocent participation in fraud.
• Dr. and Mrs. Lynn as Dean of Students produced fraudulent records, medical reports
and concealed deprivations of mental and physical stress and fear of the students.
FOOTNOTE #2—Criminal Acts done as TORTS to naïve and innocent FBCCP, CPCS and
CITIZENS are:

“Sect Members” embezzlement of Designated Funds for Tax Evasion and
Frauds.
• “Sect Members” production of false FBCCP Business Reports, Building
Reports, Eminent Domain Positions, C.P.A. Letters and reports, Criminal
Charges of Repeat Violence and Domestic Violence against Randall
Townsend as Abuse of Process and Malicious Prosecution to conceal their
prior criminal acts and abduction of the Townsend kids on October 20, 1999,
who will confirm Foot Note #1 for this Father/Guardian trying to protect the
integrity and safety of the kids and the Church/School and members.
• Zoning Regulations for both 7705 Gunn Highway and 18105 N. Gunn
Highway property uses by frauds and government officers conspiracy.
FOOTNOTE #3—Sect Agents concealing each reported act of Foot Note 1 & 2, is a
violation of the Constitutions of these United States, State of Florida and the First Baptist
Church of Citrus Park’s right of self governing. Also violations of the Hillsborough
County Charter and Florida Rules of Civil and Criminal Process and Florida Bar Rules.
FOOTNOTE #4--- The 1989 A.B.A.McKay Commission Report exposes that Lawyers
get special treatment in the violation of the Rules of Court in many cases. In this report
the intentional criminal cover up is done when attorney David H. Popper intentionally
started frauds against his own client and created the Mens Rea Conspiring and many
“Felonies” still ongoing to conceal Poppers “felony” betrayal of his clients and the courts.
•
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